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Abstract 
In a Singletron accelerator, protons can be accelerated to an energy of 3 MeV. In the 
microprobe set-up, slits and magnetic quadrupole lenses are used to focus the proton 
beam into a small spot. This high energy focused proton beam is, among others, used 
for elemental analysis research on the development of atherosclerosis, and for 
research on the possibilities of Proton Beam Writing. To be able to measure or write 
smaller details, the existing proton microprobe has been optimized to realize a proton 
nanoprobe with a beam size of 500 nm and below, a rectangular intensity profile and a 
beam current of at least 100 pA. 
First, this is done using optimization methods for the slit sizes and the quadrupole 
magnetizations are developed, in which only intrinsic aberration coefficients have 
been taken into consideration. A new analytical description of the proton distribution 
in the image plane has been developed. It uses a convolution method to link the 
distribution function of different aberration coefficients. Further, an optimization 
procedure based on simulations has been developed. This has yielded good results.  
Second, new alignment methods have been developed to reduce the influence of the 
dominant parasitic aberrations. Using these, the slits and quadrupoles have been 
aligned successfully, providing a nearly rectangular beam spot. 
Third, methods have been investigated to characterize the one- and two-dimensional 
intensity profiles of the proton. Also, a suitable test sample for these methods has 
been found. This resulted in a deconvoluted edge scan method for the one-
dimensional beam profiles and a deconvoluted corner scan method, a dot scan method 
and a Proton Beam Writing method for the two-dimensional characterization. 
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1 Introduction 
The work for this master thesis is carried out at the Singletron facility of the faculty of 
Applied Physics at the Eindhoven University of Technology. The Singletron is an ion 
accelerator and is used to produce a High Energy Focussed Ion Beam (HEFIB), or, to 
be more specific, a 3 MeV proton nanoprobe. The goal of this project is to focus the 
proton beam in a 500×500 nm2 or smaller spot.  
Two types of applications will directly benefit from the project. The first is the 
atherosclerosis project and the second is the Proton Beam Writing project. These 
projects are discussed in section 1.1 and 1.2 respectively. Following this, the goal of 
the project is defined in section 1.3. Finally, a layout of the thesis is presented in 
section 1.4. 

1.1 Atherosclerosis 
Currently, the Singletron is, among others, used for research on atherosclerosis. It is 
employed to generate a 3 MeV proton beam, which is focused to a small spot on a 
cross section of a blood vessel. Elemental analysis of the sample is carried out using 
PIXE (Particle Induced X-ray Emission), since the induced X-rays are element 
specific. By pixel by pixel scanning in two directions, elemental maps of the sample 
can be obtained. See for instance Figure 1.1, where elemental maps of calcium and 
iron in the same part of a blood vessel are shown. 
 

  
Figure 1.1  Elemental maps of calcium (left) and iron (right) for a part of a blood vessel cross 
section. The number of pixels is 128×128 and the pixel size is 0.22×0.22 µµµµm2. The legend gives the 
number of X-ray counts per pixel. 

An important goal of this research is to investigate the role of trace elements, like iron 
and zinc, in early stage calcifications in blood vessels. These elements must be 
localized and quantitatively determined in order to gain knowledge about their 
involvement in the early development of atherosclerosis. Another important question 
is if calcium and phosphorus are bound in hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) 
molecules. Therefore, it is necessary to accurately determine the elemental 
concentrations as well as their location. For more information on this research, the 
reader is referred to [Roij07]. A short introduction can be found in [Bou05]. 
At the start of this project the beam dimensions were above 1×1 µm2 at a beam 
current of 100 pA. However, since the size of the investigated calcifications is smaller 
than 1 µm, it is desirable to reduce the beam size to 500×500 nm2 and below. The 
beam current, on the other hand, must be at least 100 pA, since this is necessary for 
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PIXE analyses. A higher beam current is preferred, since it reduces the measurement 
time. 
Also, the beam spot, which is defined as the irradiated area, was not rectangular. 
During scan measurements, this can result in either overlapping or unmeasured areas, 
or both, depending on the chosen pixel size. Moreover, the intensity of the beam was 
not uniformly spread throughout the beam spot. As a consequence, the contribution of 
the irradiated atoms to the measured signal depends on their positions within the 
pixel. Accordingly, there is a demand for a rectangular beam spot with a uniformly 
spread intensity. 

1.2 Proton Beam Writing 
Proton Beam Writing, which is also referred to as Proton Beam Lithography, is a 
technique that uses high energy protons for rearranging the molecular structure of a 
resist. An often-used resist is PMMA (Perspex), which is a polymer. When the 
PMMA is irradiated, three cases can be distinguished, depending on the deposited 
energy dose (in eV/µm3), or proton fluence (in protons/µm2). At low fluence, nothing 
or little happens. At intermediate fluence, the polymer chains are cut into parts, 
thereby creating smaller molecules. This is called scissioning. Finally, at high fluence, 
cross-linking occurs. This means that larger molecules are created by linking polymer 
chains. 
After a structure is written with the proton beam, the resist is chemically developed. 
Hereby, only the smaller (scissioned) molecules are removed, leaving a ‘three-
dimensional’ structure. The foregoing is illustrated with Figure 1.2. It shows lines 
created with different fluences, resulting in not completely developed lines because of 
a too low fluence, completely developed lines and lines where cross-linking occurred. 
Further information about this project can be found in [Kai06]. 
 

 
Figure 1.2  SEM images of an irradiated and developed PMMA sample. Six equally spaced lines 
were irradiated using different fluences. From left to right they show: no (complete) development 
(2 lines), complete development (2 lines) and cross-linkage (2 lines). Taken from [Kai06]. 

To write a structure, the beam is not continuously moved, but in discrete steps. So in 
every step the beam is moved to a new position and stays there until the desired 
fluence is reached. Because a minimum fluence is required to obtain scissioning, only 
the part of the beam spot where the intensity is high enough to reach this fluence, will 
be successfully written. The resulting shape is then equal to the contour of the beam at 
this minimum intensity. A line can be written by partly overlapping subsequent beam 
spots. To be able to write a straight line with the beam, it is therefore important that 
the beam contour has (at least partly) straight sides in the direction of the line. 
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Even more important is the intensity profile of the beam. Due to the overlapping of 
the beam spots, there are parts of the PMMA that are irradiated longer. To reach the 
minimum fluence for scissioning in these parts, a lower beam intensity is sufficient. 
When the intensity profile does not have steep slopes, this will produce serrated lines. 
Therefore, an intensity profile with a steep slope is required. 
In contrast with the beam requirements for elemental mapping, as described in section 
1.1, a very small beam is not that important for Proton Beam Writing at the moment. 

1.3 Goal of the project 
From the descriptions of the projects in the preceding sections, the purposes of this 
master project can be deduced. The main goal is to develop a 3 MeV proton 
nanoprobe, suitable for the atherosclerosis project and Proton Beam Writing. 
For the atherosclerosis project, beam dimensions of at maximum 500×500 nm must be 
realized but the final perspective is to reduce these dimensions down to 100×100 nm 
and smaller. Other important requirements are a rectangular spot, a uniform intensity 
profile and a proton current of at least 100 pA (but preferably higher) to perform 
adequate measurements. 
The Proton Beam Writing project demands a beam spot with partly straight sides in 
the writing directions and an intensity profile with a steep slope below the minimum 
intensity level for scissioning. Since these requirements are fully covered by those of 
the atherosclerosis project, this thesis will focus on the latter. 

1.4 Layout of the thesis 
In chapter 2, the necessary theoretical background on ion optics and the measurement 
method PIXE is presented. Next, in chapter 3, the experimental set-up is described. 
Besides discussing the used equipment, attention is given to the various software 
programs that are utilized. 
As the scope of the project is to acquire a smaller and more rectangular beam profile, 
it is necessary study methods for the determination of these essential beam profile 
parameters. This beam characterization is discussed in chapter 4. 
Chapter 5 treats the optimization of the beam size and profile, while chapter 6 
discusses the reduction of the influence of parasitic aberrations. Finally, conclusions 
and recommendations are given in chapter 7. 
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2 General ion optics 
This chapter describes general ion optics necessary to understand the focusing of the 
proton beam. First, the relevant characteristics of a proton beam, such as energy, 
phase space coordinates and intensity, are treated in section 2.1. Next, the magnetic 
quadrupoles are discussed in section 2.2, since they are the main ion optical 
components in this project. In ion optics, it is usual to describe the influence of the ion 
optical components on the proton beam in terms of aberration coefficients. These are 
discussed in section 2.3. 

2.1 The proton beam 
A proton beam can be characterized in different ways. The first characteristic is the 
energy E, or momentum p of the protons. Despite efforts to make the beam mono-
energetic, the energy of the protons will always lie in a small energy band. This band 
is called the energy spread dE/E of the beam. It can also be expressed in terms of 
momentum spread δ. In case of a Singletron accelerator (see section 3.1) the energy 
spread at a proton energy of 1.9 MeV is dE/E � 2�10-5 [Mou97]. 
The second characteristic is the distribution of the particles in the beam. Every proton 
in a beam can be described by three position coordinates (x,y,z). Together with the 
three momentum components (px,py,pz) they make up a six-dimensional phase space. 
Each proton can be represented by a position in this phase space. A beam consists of 
many protons and so it corresponds to a hypervolume in phase space. From 
Liouville’s theorem [Ban66] it can be derived that the volume of this hypervolume 
remains constant under transport of the beam, although its shape can change. The 
same holds for the area of the projection of the hypervolume on the planes (x,px), 
(y,py) and (z,pz). 
 

 
Figure 2.1  The used coordinate system. Taken from [Mut95]. 

The coordinate system is positioned in such a way that the z axis coincides with the 
ion optical axis of the beam, that is the average direction in which the protons are 
propagating (see Figure 2.1). It is useful to express the direction of a proton in the 
angular divergence parameters x' and y': 
 

 ' x

z

p
x

p
=  (2.1) 
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 ' y

z

p
y

p
=  (2.2) 

 
For a high energy beam that is linearly propagating along the optical axis, the axial 
momentum pz is much larger than the transversal momenta px and py. Therefore, the 
equations (2.1) and (2.2) can be rewritten as: 
 

 x

z

p
p

θ =  (2.3) 

 y

z

p

p
ϕ =  (2.4) 

 
with θ and ϕ the angles with respect to the optical axis in the (x,z) and (y,z) planes 
respectively (See Figure 2.1).  
 

 
Figure 2.2  (a) Representation of a beam in the x plane. (b) The same beam after drifting through 
a field-free drift space. Taken from [Gri84]. 

At a certain point on the z axis, the beam can be represented in the two phase space 
planes (x,x') and (y,y'). For the (x,x') plane an example is given in Figure 2.2 (a). It 
shows the region that contains all of the particles. When these particles travel through 
a field-free drift space, their directions do not change, while their positions with 
respect to the optical axis change. This is depicted in Figure 2.2 (b). Again, the area of 
the phase space region remains constant for every z, although the shape changes. This 
area is called the emittance �x of the beam. Since the protons are not uniformly spread 
over the phase space region, it can be useful to define alternative emittances that 
envelope the most intense region containing e.g. 50% or 80% of the particles. 
The acceptance at a certain position z is that part of the phase space that contains all 
the particles that are able to pass the elements that lie further on the beam line. Figure 
2.3 shows different combinations of emittance and acceptance. When the Singletron is 
used to form a nanoprobe, the beam size is reduced using object and aperture slits (see 
section 3.1). The aperture sizes are chosen in such a way that the situation in Figure 
2.3 (a) is always reached when the emittance and acceptance are considered at the 
position of the object slits. In fact, the acceptance of the nanoprobe is always (much) 
smaller than the emittance of the beam. 
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Figure 2.3  Emittance and acceptance for four different beams. The rectangles give the emittance 
of the incoming beam, the circles give the acceptance by the following beam line elements. The 
shaded area gives the part of the incoming beam that will pass. Taken from [Ban66]. 

The brightness of a beam is defined as  
 

 
x y

J
B

ε ε
=  (2.5) 

 
where J is the total beam current. For the nanoprobe, the maximum brightness of the 
part of the proton beam that passes the slits, measured in the plane of the aperture 
slits, is B = 159 pA/µm2mrad2. See section 3.1 for the values of the brightness at 
different slit settings. 
 

 
Figure 2.4  Example of an intensity profile. 

 
Figure 2.5  Determination of the FWHM in the 
x direction (FWHMx). 

A third characteristic is the intensity profile of the beam. When the beam hits the 
sample, the emittance is not a useful quantity to describe the beam, because 
divergence information is not needed here. In this case, the beam is generally 
described by giving an intensity profile. An example of an intensity profile is given in 
Figure 2.4. The size of the beam is deduced from the intensity profile. Commonly 
used beam size parameters are the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) and the Full 
Width at Tenth Maximum (FWTM). Usually, the FWHM and FWTM are calculated 
from the one-dimensional intensity profiles (x,I) and (y,I), where I stands for the 
intensity. See Figure 2.5 for an example. The ‘maximum’ is related to the maximum 
intensity of the profile. 
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2.2 The Magnetic quadrupole 
Since protons are charged particles, their direction can be influenced by electric and 
magnetic fields. In this way, the protons can be bended in the desired direction. This 
principle is for instance used for the scanning of the beam over the sample. 
Electrostatic and magnetic fields can also be used for focussing the beam to a small 
spot. In this project, magnetic quadrupole lenses are used for the focussing. A cross 
section of a quadrupole lens is given in Figure 2.6. The magnetic field is induced by 
coils wound around each of the four pole pieces. The excitation current is the same for 
each pole and the direction of the current is such that the poles are excited alternately 
north and south. Since the poles consist of a ferromagnetic material, the magnetic 
field is not only dependent on the current through the coils, but also on the 
magnetization of the material itself. As the intrinsic magnetization of a ferromagnetic 
material is dependent on the excitation history, the magnetization curve shows 
hysteresis. 
 

 
Figure 2.6  Cross section of a quadrupole lens. 
Taken from [Gri84]. 

 
Figure 2.7  Magnetic forces on particles 
entering the paper at different positions in the 
cross section plane. Taken from [Gri84]. 

Figure 2.7 shows the magnetic field in more detail. Since the poles are placed 
symmetrically around the axis and the applied current is the same for each pole, the 
magnetic field lines are rectangular hyperbolae. The values of the x and y components 
of the magnetic field are proportional to the distance from the axis in the y and x 
direction: 
 
 x mB G y=  (2.6) 
 y mB G x=  (2.7) 
 
where Bx and By are the magnetic field components in the x and y direction and Gm is 
the magnetic field gradient. Therefore, the field on the optical axis is zero and 
particles propagating along it will not be deflected. Figure 2.7 shows five particles 
entering perpendicular to the cross section plane, but on different positions in the 
plane. The arrows depict the direction of the magnetic force on the particles. Their 
direction is perpendicular to both the magnetic field lines and the propagation 
direction, according to 
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 = ×F v B  (2.8) 
 
with F the force on the particle, v the velocity of the particle and B the magnetic field 
strength. In Figure 2.7, a particle entering on the y axis is drawn towards the centre; a 
particle on the x axis is drawn outward from the optical axis. Consequently, a 
magnetic quadrupole can only focus in one direction; it will defocus in the other 
direction (See Figure 2.8).  
 

 
Figure 2.8  A quadrupole focuses the beam in one direction and defocuses it in the other, thereby 
creating a line focus. Taken from [Wat87]. 

It is therefore clear that one quadrupole lens is not sufficient for focusing the beam 
into a spot; at least two quadrupoles are necessary. However, a system of two 
quadrupoles requires a very short working distance after the second quadrupole to be 
able to focus the beam to small spots. In practice, such a short working distance 
cannot be established and therefore a quadrupole system often consists of three or four 
quadrupole lenses. 
When the quadrupole system would be perfect, the image would be an exact reduced 
copy of the object, or in formula: 
 

 o
i

x

x
x

D
=  (2.9) 

 
and 
 

 o
i

y

y
y

D
=  (2.10) 

 
where the subscripts i and o denote phase space coordinates in the image and object 
planes respectively. Dx and Dy are the demagnification factors in the x and y 
directions. They are not necessarily the same. 

2.3 Aberration coefficients 
A proton nanoprobe can be created using a system of diaphragms and quadrupoles. 
One diaphragm is used as an object defining the allowed values of xo and yo. Together 
with a second diaphragm, the values of θo and ϕo are limited. A set of quadrupoles is 
then used to focus the object to an image. Important are the final positions (xi,yi) of the 
protons in the image plane, as they yield the intensity profile and hence determine the 
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size of the beam. These final positions can be described by a function F of the 
different system variables: 
 
 ( , , , , , )i x o o o ox F x y Pθ ϕ δ=  (2.11) 
 ( , , , , , )i y o o o oy F x y Pθ ϕ δ=  (2.12) 
 
δ is the fractional momentum shift of the proton from the mean and P denotes 
different variables such as quadrupole misalignment, excitation errors etc. For 
calculations on the final positions of the individual protons, the functions F are 
generally written as a polynomial. Hence, equation (2.11) can be written as*: 
 
 0 1 2 3 1 2 3... ...j k l

i o o o nx A A x A y A A v v vθ= + + + + + +  (2.13) 
 
with v a system variable like xo or �o and A a so called aberration coefficient. The 
order of An is defined as j + k + l. Since A does not include information about the 
corresponding variables, it is convenient to write it as 
 
 1 2 3

j k l
nA x v v v=  (2.14) 

 
where the left hand side is the image coordinate influenced by the object coordinates 
on the right hand side. For instance, according to equation (2.9) the first aberration 
coefficient is related to the demagnification factor as 
 

 
1

x

x x
D

=  (2.15) 

 
Figure 2.9 shows a list of some dominant aberration coefficients. Two types of 
aberration coefficients can be distinguished: intrinsic and parasitic. Intrinsic 
aberrations even occur in a theoretically perfect lens. They result from a finite size, 
divergence or energy spread of the beam. Astigmatism occurs when the beam focus is 
located on a different z position for the x and y directions. In a well-focussed 
quadrupole system the astigmatism terms are zero. Chromatic aberrations occur as a 
result of the energy spread of the beam, since particles with a slightly different energy 
are bended into slightly different directions. Spherical aberrations are a third order 
effect caused by slightly different forces acting on protons that enter at an angle with 
the quadrupole axis. Parasitic aberrations arise as a result of deviations from the 
theoretically perfect situation. An aberration coefficient is called parasitic when at 
least one of the accessory system variables is parasitic, i.e. the set of variables on 
which the aberration coefficient works contains the variable P. Examples are poor 
construction tolerances, misalignments, excitation errors (�) and stability problems. 
Three dominant misalignments of quadrupoles are translations in the x and y 
directions (U and V respectively), tilts around the x and y axes (� and � respectively) 
and rotations around the z axis (�). 
 

                                                 
* The same applies to yi. Here, only the case of xi is elaborated. 
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Order and type Coefficient Remarks 
x x  

y y  

Magnification terms 

x θ  

1st intrinsic 

y ϕ  

Astigmatism terms 

nx U  

ny V  

Translation terms 

nx α  

1st parasitic 

ny β  

Tilt terms 

x θδ  

y ϕδ  

x xδ  

2nd intrinsic 

y yδ  

Chromatic aberration terms 

nx ϕρ  

ny θρ  

Rotation terms 

nx θε  

2nd parasitic 

ny ϕε  

Excitation aberration terms 

3x θ  
2x θϕ  

2y θ ϕ  

3rd intrinsic 

3y ϕ  

Spherical aberration terms 

Figure 2.9  A selection of aberration coefficients in a proton nanoprobe. Taken from [Gri84]. 

2.4 Simulation programs 
In this section, three kinds of simulation programs will be discussed: a general ray 
tracer and the programs Transport and Microac*. 
A general ray tracer calculates individual particle tracks. This is done by computing 
the influences of forces acting on the particle at a certain moment in time, which gives 
the position of the particle at the next moment. In this way, the particle is tracked step 
by step through the system. To achieve sufficient accuracy for the particle trajectory, 
many steps are necessary. Moreover, to give a good representation of the beam, many 
particles must be tracked. This simulation method is accurate, but slow. 
Transport [Bro80] is a program that uses aberration coefficients to simulate the 
influences of all kind of ion optical elements. The basis of the program is matrix 
multiplication. For every element of the nanoprobe, quadrupoles or drift spaces, a 
matrix of first, second and third order aberration coefficients is calculated. The matrix 
for the whole system is simply equal to the matrix multiplication of the separate 

                                                 
* In [Man93] the program is called MICRO3R. 
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matrices. The incoming beam is represented by an ellipse in phase space. The 
resulting beam is calculated by matrix multiplication of the ellipse with the total 
system matrix. Because of the fast calculations, Transport is used for system 
optimization, but cannot include slits. 
The program Microac [Man93] is written to combine the benefits of a ray tracer with 
those of using aberration coefficients. It is especially written for calculations on the 
nanoprobe. Simulations are done with a user specified number and distribution of 
particles, each represented by a set of input variables. Besides the intrinsic variables x, 
y, θ, ϕ and δ, parasitic variables like translations, tilts and rotations of the quadrupoles 
can be used as input. The system matrix is used to calculate the output variables, by 
multiplication of the input variables with the different aberration coefficients in the 
matrix. The value range of the input variables is determined by specifying the object 
and aperture slits. For a random distribution, all sets of input variables that are able to 
pass the slits have an equal probability. From the output variables, Microac can 
calculate several parameters, such as the FWHM, the FWTM and the spot position. 
According to [Mut95], the accuracy of Microac is comparable to the accuracy of the 
ray tracing program Zgoubi [Meo93] in case of the used quadrupoles and system set-
up. Therefore, Microac is used for the beam focussing simulations. 
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3 Experimental set-up 
In this chapter, the equipment and software that are used in the project are discussed. 
First, in section 3.1, the Singletron and the so-called nanoprobe line are described. 
Although it is part of the nanoprobe line, the quadrupole yoke is treated separately in 
section 3.2. Since a good calibration of the microscope pictures is important for 
analysing the results, section 3.3 is dedicated to this. Finally, the software program 
CEDAS is discussed in section 3.4. 

3.1 Singletron and nanoprobe line 

 
Figure 3.1  Schematic top view of the Singletron set-up and the nanoprobe line. 

The high energy proton beam is made using the Singletron accelerator, which is 
fabricated by High Voltage Engineering Europe. See Figure 3.1 for a schematic view. 
The Singletron can produce beams of different ions such as H+, He+. In this project, 
only protons are used. The Singletron can accelerate ions to a kinetic energy E from 
0.2 MeV up to 3.5 MeV. In this project, it is used at an energy of 3.0 MeV, because 
both the atherosclerosis project and the Proton Beam Writing project are using this 
energy. The beam direction can be manipulated by the steerers. The accelerator tube 
and the beam line are operated under vacuum to ensure that the protons will not be 
deflected by collisions or recombine again into hydrogen atoms. 
The generated proton beam is not completely pure, but does consist of other ions (e.g. 
30% H2

+). These are unwanted and therefore they must be removed from the proton 
beam. This is done by the ninety degrees magnet. It is set to a magnetization at which 
the wanted protons are bent over an angle of ninety degrees. Due to their different 
mass and electric charge, the other ions in the beam are bent away into another 
direction, and so they are eliminated from the beam. The second function of the ninety 
degrees magnet is that it bends protons with different energies into different 
directions. Together with diaphragms at different positions in the beam line, a very 
high energy resolution can be achieved in this way: 
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For a more detailed description of the Singletron accelerator, see [Mou97]. 
The set-up also contains a number of Faraday cups (FC), which have a double 
function. On the one hand, they act as simple beam stops that prevent the beam from 
further propagation. On the other hand, they are used to determine the beam current. 
 

 
Figure 3.2  Schematic side view of the nanoprobe line. Taken from [Mut95]. 

To be able to use the beam for different purposes, a switching magnet is used. It can 
direct the ions into different beam lines. One of these is the nanoprobe line, which is 
used in this project. In Figure 3.1 a schematic view is given. A more detailed 
illustration of the nanoprobe is given in Figure 3.2. In this figure, the protons enter 
from the left, where the switching magnet directs them into the beam pipe. 
A proton nanoprobe can be easily disturbed by vibrations and therefore it is placed 
completely on a concrete block. The object and aperture diaphragms each consist of 
two slits and are meant for changing the size of the beam and the shape of the 
intensity profile. The main part of the initial beam cannot pass. Typical values for the 
brightness of the beam, measured in the plane of the aperture slits, are given in Table 
3.1. S1 denotes the object slit size, S2 the aperture slit size.* The accuracy of the 
positioning of the slits is estimated to be 2 �m. 
 

S1,x (mm) S1,y (mm) S2,x (mm) S2,y (mm) B (pA/µm2mrad2) 
0.014 0.070 1.340 0.200 7 
0.014 0.070 0.200 0.300 74 
0.014 0.096 0.206 0.229 85 
0.010 0.050 0.200 0.300 110 
0.006 0.032 0.200 0.300 159 

Table 3.1  Typical results for brightness measurements in the plane of the aperture slits. 

                                                 
* The slit settings given in this thesis are centred round the optical axis. 
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The protons that pass the slits enter the quadrupole system, consisting of four 
quadrupoles labelled Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4. The quadrupole system focuses the beam 
into a small spot on the target, which is mounted inside the vacuum chamber. 
Between Q4 and the vacuum chamber a scan magnet is positioned to make it possible 
to direct the beam to the desired location on the target. To be able to use several 
targets, a target wheel with eight target positions is placed inside the chamber. This 
target wheel can be moved in the target plane and rotated around the optical axis. 
Among the present targets are a ceramic, which emits visible light when hit by 
protons, a tungsten cross wire with a diameter of 2.5 µm, and a chip* with several 
microstructures like crosses, lines and squares (see section 4.3). 
When the protons hit a sample, a number of reactions might occur. One of these 
reactions is the emission of element specific X-Rays. The analysis technique Particle 
Induced X-ray Emission, or PIXE, is based on this principle. For the PIXE 
experiments, a Canberra ultra-LEGe (Low Energy Germanium) detector is mounted. 
To detect protons that are scattered from the target, two PIPS detectors are used; one 
for forward scattered and one for backscattered protons. The protons that are not 
stopped or scattered by the target or other parts of the system end up in the Faraday 
cup at the end of the nanoprobe. This can also be used to measure the remaining beam 
current. 
The vacuum chamber is equipped with a microscope that is mounted in such a way 
that the part of the target frame that is hit by the proton beam can be viewed. Since the 
microscope would have a slant view at the target, a small mirror is used inside the 
vacuum chamber to improve the depth of field. This is depicted in more detail in 
Figure 3.3, which shows a side view of the vacuum chamber. A CCD camera is 
attached to the microscope. Using a frame grabber, the camera output can be viewed 
on a personal computer. The standard settings used for the frame grabber are 
presented in Appendix A. 
 

 
Figure 3.3  Schematic side view of the vacuum chamber. Taken from [Mut95]. 

                                                 
* Throughout this thesis, this chip is referred to as ‘the chip’. 
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3.2 The quadrupole yoke 

 
Figure 3.4  Front view of the quadrupole in its yoke. Taken from [Mut95]. 

The magnetic quadrupoles are mounted in an especially for alignment purposes 
manufactured yoke. Nevertheless, the alignment is still a difficult process. Figure 3.4 
shows a front view of the yoke. The quadrupole rests on four small wheels, whose 
positions can be adjusted separately. The adjustment of a wheel can be done using 
bolts in an elastic hinge. Screwing the lower bolt inward pushes the hinge outward, 
while the upper bolt is for securing the hinge position. Moving the hinge inward is 
simply done by screwing the lower bolt outward, so the weight of the quadrupole 
pushes the hinge inward. When the hinges are adjusted, the wheels are moved 
approximately in the direction of the central axis of the quadrupole. 
 
 

z-axis 

x-axis 

b2 b4 

b3 b1 

 
Figure 3.5  Schematic top view to denote the adjustment bolts of the quadrupole yoke. 

Figure 3.5 is used to explain the translation and tilt movements of the quadrupole. See 
Figure 2.1 for the used coordinate system. A translation in the x direction is realized 
by adjusting bolts b1 and b3 inward and b2 and b4 outward over the same distance, or 
reverse. A translation in the y direction is reached by screwing all the bolts the same 
distance inward or outward. A tilt around the x axis can be made by adjusting b1 and 
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b2 in one direction and b3 and b4 in the other direction, again over the same distances. 
A tilt around the y axis is the most complicated one. It can be achieved by moving b1 
and b4 inward, and b2 and b3 outward, or just the opposite. These procedures only hold 
as long as the distances over which the bolts are displaced are small. 
Rotating the quadrupole around the z axis can be accomplished by a rotation screw on 
the quadrupole (see Figure 3.4). The rotation can be monitored very accurately by a 
micrometer that is mounted on the quadrupole. 
 

 
Figure 3.6  The effect of a translation of the quadrupole on its y position. 

To verify the statement about the translation in the x direction, the translation of the 
centre of the quadrupole in the x (Tx) and y (Ty) directions can be calculated. The 
result of this calculation can be seen in Figure 3.6. It illustrates the effect of turning 
the bolts b1 and b3 in one direction and b2 and b4 in the other, but all over the same 
distances. It is clear that there is a shift in the y direction, but it is small compared to 
the shift in the x direction. Note that the scaling of the x and the y axis in the figure is 
different. 
It is obvious that the translation in the y direction by screwing all the bolts in the same 
direction does not involve a translation in the x direction, nor any tilt. A tilt around the 
x axis will produce a slight displacement in the y direction. 
As stated above, a tilt around the y axis is the most complicated. If, e.g., the 
quadrupole is lifted by b1 and b4 and hence the wheels at b2 and b3 are lowered, the 
quadrupole will tip over to rest either on b2 or on b3. This of course can be 
compensated by moving the wheels at positions 2 and 3 up again, until they support 
the quadrupole. It is beyond the scope of this project to represent this in theory. 
However, based on Figure 3.6, the following approximation can be made. As long as 
the translations in the x direction are small, the translations in the y direction can be 
neglected. In that case raising b1 and lowering b2 will make the front side of the 
quadrupole translate in the positive x direction, and lowering b3 and raising b4 will 
result in a translation in the negative x direction. This will tilt the quadrupole around y 
axis, but doing so, it will still tip over the b1-b4 axis because of its cylindrical shape. It 
can be concluded that it is possible to tilt the quadrupole around the y axis, but it will 
be necessary to compensate for the side effects. 

3.3 Image calibration 
In chapter 6, it is described that microscope pictures of the beam spot are used for the 
alignment of the quadrupoles. In order to be able to measure spot displacements, it is 
necessary to calibrate the microscope images. 
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For the calibration, the tungsten crosswire is used. Through a window in the target 
chamber, the cross wire is illuminated indirectly with a lamp. The target wheel is 
moved in the x and y directions using a stepper motor. At different x and y positions, a 
microscope picture is taken. From these pictures, the displacement per pixel can be 
determined.  
To define the zero position, the quadrupole magnetizations are set to zero. To 
minimize the influence of the remanent magnetic fields, which are caused by 
hysteresis (see section 2.2), these quadrupoles have to be degaussed. In this 
degaussing procedure, the quadrupole current is brought to 2.00 A and then to  
–1.90 A, 1.80 A, -1.70 A et cetera, until the current is 0. 
A reference image of the slits is taken when the proton beam impinges on the ceramic 
sample. This kind of material yields visible light when hit by a proton beam and 
therefore, the image can be viewed using the microscope. When the quadrupoles have 
no magnetization, a straight projection of the slits on the ceramic is seen. The used slit 
sizes are S1 = 0.1×0.1 mm2 and S2 = 0.2×0.2 mm2. S1 denotes the object slits and S2 
the aperture slits. The resulting reference image is shown in Figure 3.7. The centre of 
the rectangular spot is defined as the zero position. 
 

 
Figure 3.7  Microscope picture of the beam spot irradiating the ceramic when the quadrupoles 
are degaussed and set to zero: the reference image. The microscope zoom factor is 2.7. 

Combining the found displacement per pixel and the zero position, the microscope 
image is calibrated as 
 
 ( ) ( )3.91 0.01 1056 7xx n= ± − ±  (3.2) 

 ( ) ( )3.352 0.004 707 4yy n= ± − ±  (3.3) 
 
where x and y are the coordinates with respect to the spot centre of the reference 
image, expressed in µm, and nx and ny are the pixel numbers counted from upper left 
part of the microscope picture. 

3.4 CEDAS 
The software program CEDAS is used for controlling the automated parts of the 
nanoprobe, collecting the measurement data and making basic analyses of the latter. 
The controllable parameters are, among others, the excitation current of the 
quadrupoles, the deflection of the beam with the scan magnet, and the movement and 
rotation of the target wheel.  
Two types of measurement can be done: beam diameter measurements and scan 
measurements. In a beam diameter measurement, the beam is scanned over a 

y 

x 
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crosswire. This is done using several steps along one line in both the x and the y 
directions. CEDAS returns the measured intensity as a function of the position on the 
line and calculates the FWHM and FWTM of the intensity profile for both directions. 
For the calculation, the maximum measured number of counts is taken and divided by 
two or ten respectively. The result is used for finding the corresponding positions on 
both sides of the profile. The distance between the found positions is equal to the 
FWHM or FWTM. In a scan measurement, the beam is scanned over a two-
dimensional scan pattern, returning the measured intensity in a 2D matrix. 
CEDAS contains an automated beam focussing routine, which is based on reducing 
the FWHM in both directions, using the beam diameter measurement procedure. 
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4 Focused beam characterization 
In this chapter, different methods to investigate the characteristics of the focussed 
beam are described. In the target plane, important properties of the beam are its 
energy and intensity profile. The energy is simply determined by the value of the 
acceleration voltage of the Singletron, since there are no accelerating or decelerating 
components in the beam line. In section 4.1, methods to find the beam profile are 
discussed. For routine measurements, it is customary to characterize the beam by its 
size. By definition, the size of the beam is equal to the FWHM. It is determined in the 
x and y directions according to the procedure described in section 2.1. Since the 
FWHM does not give any information about the shape of the intensity profile, the 
FWTM is introduced as a useful quantity to give an idea of the profile shape. Several 
methods to measure both parameters are discussed in section 4.2. Section 4.3 treats 
the search for a useful test sample, on which accurate measurements can be 
performed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 4.4. 

4.1 Beam profile determination 
In this section, four different methods will be described to determine the intensity 
profile (see section 2.1) of a focused beam: direct measurement on a ceramic sample 
using an optical microscope (section 4.1.1), direct PIXE measurement using a dot 
scan (section 4.1.2), indirect PIXE measurement on a corner (section 4.1.3) and 
indirect measurement by applying Proton Beam Writing (section 4.1.4). 

4.1.1 Direct measurement using the ceramic sample 
A straightforward way to determine the beam profile is by using the properties of a 
fluorescent ceramic sample (chromium doped deranox alumina). A higher intensity of 
the beam yields a higher light intensity from the ceramic that can be viewed through 
the microscope in the vacuum chamber. With a CCD camera, a microscope picture of 
the beam spot can be taken. The intensity at each pixel can be plotted to give an 
intensity profile. An important drawback of this method is that it is not suitable for 
small beams, mainly since the resolution of the imaging system is larger than 2 µm. 
Hence, the ceramic is not useful for an accurate measurement of the beam profile. 
However, it is useful as a first step in the focussing of the beam. 

4.1.2 Dot scan 

 
Figure 4.1  Dot scan: the beam is scanned in two directions over a small area. 

During a dot scan (see Figure 4.1), the beam is scanned over a small dot consisting of 
an element that is not present in the surroundings. This gives rise to, among others, 
element specific X-rays, which can be measured by an X-ray detector (see section 
3.1). The measured X-ray intensity is dependent on the number of protons in the part 
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of the beam that hits the dot. Hence, the result of the scan gives an idea of the beam’s 
intensity profile. 
In case of a rectangular dot, the measured intensity can be written in formula as 
 

 
2 2

2 2

( , ) ( ', ') ' '

b a
y x

m b
b a

y x

I x y I x y dx dy

+ +

− −

� ��  (4.1) 

 
Where Im(x,y) is the measured intensity in the pixel* in counts† per second (cps), 
Ib(x,y) is the intensity profile of the beam in particles per second per unit area, and a 
and b denote the size of the dot in the x and y directions respectively. Equation (4.1) 
holds when the dot is a perfect rectangle and has a uniform thickness‡. When this is 
not the case, the general situation can be described with a convolution integral: 
 

 ( , ) ( ', ') ( ', ') ' 'm b bI x y H I H x y I x x y y dx dy
∞ ∞

−∞ −∞

∗ = − −� ��  (4.2) 

  
Here, the thickness profile of the dot is represented by H(x,y). For intensity profiles 
like a Gaussian or rectangular profile, equation (4.2) can be approximated with 
 
 ( , ) ( , )m bI x y I x y�  (4.3) 
 
provided that the dot size is at least about five times smaller than the beam size. Since 
the beam size is expected to be below 0.5 µm or below, the dot size must be smaller 
than 0.1 µm to give a relatively accurate representation of the intensity profile. In this 
case, the shape and thickness profile of the dot are not important. To discern profiles 
that are more complex or to determine the profile more accurately, the dot needs to be 
smaller. In the case a larger dot is used, the beam profile can be reconstructed by 
deconvolution. However, this is complicated, since the shape and dimensions of the 
dot and the step size must be accurately known. 
At the chip (see section 4.3.2), small dots are present with a smallest size of about 
0.6×0.7 µm2 and a thickness of approximately 0.15 �m. A beam with a size of 1.9×3.1 
µm, will then result in a measurement time of 25s/pixel with an error on the peak 
intensity of 5%.  

4.1.3 Corner scan 
A corner scan is based on the same principle as a dot scan. Again, the measured signal 
can be described with equation (4.2). The difference with a dot scan is the size of the 
region: the beam size is smaller than the area (see Figure 4.2). It only requires a 
corner structure with two straight perpendicular sides and a uniform thickness. This 
kind of scan does not give direct information on the beam intensity profile, but it is 
very suitable for deconvolution.  
 
                                                 
* In this context, ‘pixel’ denotes the position of the beam. The pixel size is then determined by the step 
sizes in both scan directions. 
† ‘Counts’ denotes the measured number of X-rays. 
‡ The measured signal is proportional to the thickness of the structure, since the layer is so thin that 
attenuation of protons and X-rays in the layer can be neglected. 
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Figure 4.2  Corner scan: the beam is scanned in two directions over a corner. 

This is clarified using Figure 4.3. In this figure, Mm,n is the number of X-rays that are 
created by protons originating from the part (m,n) of the beam, expressed in counts. 
When the beam hits the corner at the position (1,1), the number of detected X-rays is 
N1,1 = M1,1, expressed in counts. The next measurement position (2,1), results in  
N2,1 = M1,1+M2,1, etc. Repeating this for all steps in both directions yields the results in 
Figure 4.4. 
 

 
Figure 4.3  The beam spot, which is divided in parts with the size of the scan steps in both 
directions. Mm,n is the number of X-rays that are created by protons originating from the part 
(m,n) of the beam, which contribute to the measured number of X-rays Nm,n when that part of the 
beam hits the corner structure.  

A straightforward way to deconvolute the results matrix to find the original intensity 
profile of the beam is: 
 
 , , 1, , 1 1, 1m n m n m n m n m nM N N N N− − − −= − − +  (4.4) 
 
When the pixel size is taken into account, the beam intensity Ib(x,y) is easily extracted 
from the matrix M. This is illustrated by the following measurement. A 16×16 pixels 
scan measurement is carried out on a corner structure on the chip. The step size is 
0.586 µm in both the x and y directions and the measurement time is 2.0 min/pixel. 
The result for the measured number of X-rays as a function of the measured position 
Nm,n is presented in Figure 4.5. The measurement results are deconvoluted according 
to equation (4.4), to obtain the beam profile as shown in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.4  The results of a corner scan measurement. The pixel at the bottom left side gives the 
measured number of X-rays, when the beam just hits the corner. 

The beam size is measured with the 2.5 µm crosswire (according to the standard 
method described in section 3.4) resulting in an FWHM = 2.2×3.3 µm2 and an  
FWTM = 4.0×5.4 µm2. The beam size of the deconvoluted beam profile is calculated 
to be FWHM = 1.9×3.1 µm2 and FWTM = 3.5×4.4 µm2. This is smaller than expected 
from the crosswire measurement.  
 

  
Figure 4.5  Measured number of X-rays (left) and intensity map (right) for a corner scan. 

  
Figure 4.6  Beam intensity profile (left) and intensity contour plot (right) after deconvolution. 
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The measured number of counts follows a Poisson distribution. Hence, the relative 
error on the calculated values for Mm,n is: 
 

 ( )
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In the case of the calculated beam profile shown in Figure 4.6, the relative error is 
about 5% at the maximum intensity and 30% at tenth maximum. This can be 
improved by taking longer measurement times. As Nm,n is proportional to the 
measurement time T, 
 

 ( ) 1
%M

T
σ �  (4.6) 

 
From equation (4.6), it follows that a longer measurement time will give better results. 
However, a drawback can be that long-term instability of the beam can influence the 
calculated beam profile. 
Also, the quality of the structure influences the accuracy of the calculated beam 
profile. The uniformity of the layer thickness, the sharpness of the corner, the 
perpendicularity of the sides and the steepness of the sidewalls are important 
parameters. In section 4.3.2, it is shown that in case of the corner structures present on 
the chip, the sharpness of the corner plays a dominant role, especially for smaller 
beams. In the example discussed in this section, this does not have an apparent 
influence, since the beam size calculated from the deconvoluted corner scan is equal 
to the beam size measured by the edge scan. 

4.1.4 Proton Beam Writing 

 
Figure 4.7  A sequence of beam spots generated by Proton Beam Writing. Different irradiation 
times are used. 

The technique of Proton Beam Writing (see section 1.2) can be used to visualize the 
beam profile. The beam stays at one position for a certain time and then moves to the 
next position. This is done for different irradiation times. Since a minimum fluence is 
needed to have scissioning of the PMMA molecules, only the part of the beam with a 
higher intensity than a certain threshold causes scissioning. When the irradiation time 
is doubled, the threshold value is halved. In this way, the contours of the beam profile 
at different intensity levels can be visualized. As an example, Figure 4.7 shows a 
sequence of beam spots numbered from 1 to 7. The first spot has the shortest 
irradiation time τ1. The other spots have an illumination time τn = nτ1. The used beam 
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size is measured on a 0.55 µm cross on the chip using the standard method (see 
section 3.4): FWHM = 1.0×1.6 µm2 and FWTM = 1.8×2.4 µm2. 
It is clear that Proton Beam Writing is not useful to reconstruct the complete beam 
profile. However, it is a straightforward method to get an idea about the beam profile. 
Especially the beam spot shape is clearly visible. 

4.2 Beam size determination 
In this section, different methods to determine the beam size are discussed. The beam 
size is expressed in terms of FWHM and FWTM. The FWHM and FWTM of a 2D 
intensity profile are defined as the FWHM and FWTM as they would be measured by 
an infinitesimal thin cross (see section 3.4). In other words, they are equal to the 
FWHM and FWTM of the 1D profile, which is the result of the integration of the 2D 
profile: 
 

 ( ) ( , )I x I x y dy
∞

−∞

= �  (4.7) 

  
and 
  

 ( ) ( , )I y I x y dx
∞

−∞

= �  (4.8) 

 
Only in the case the profile is rectangular or a 2D Gaussian, the FWHM and FWTM of 
I(x) are equal to those of a cross section of the 2D profile I(x,y1), where y1 is an 
arbitrary value*.  
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Figure 4.8  Integrated beam profiles in two directions. 

In general, a beam profile is assumed to be a 2D Gaussian. However, the goal is to 
obtain a rectangular profile. In practice the beam profile is expected to lie somewhere 
in between. As an example, the beam profile found in section 4.1.3 (see Figure 4.6) is 
integrated according to equations (4.7) and (4.8). This yields the 1D profiles in Figure 
4.8. From these profiles, the beam size can be derived, using the standard method (see 
section 3.4): FWHM = 1.9×3.1 µm2 and FWTM = 3.5×4.4 µm2. The beam size 
measured on the 2.5 µm cross wire is FWHM = 2.2×3.3 µm2 and FWTM = 4.0×5.4 
µm2. Hence, the beam size measured on the crosswire is larger than the actual beam 
size. Accurate results are obtained when the beam size is much larger than the width 

                                                 
* For a rectangular profile, y1 must lie within the boundaries of the rectangle. 
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of the cross. The smallest crosses on the currently used chip have a width of 0.30 µm, 
while the goal is to create 500 nm and smaller beams. Therefore, it is useful to 
investigate the accuracy of different beam size determination methods.  
The methods are based on two types of measurements: the cross scan (section 4.2.1) 
and the edge scan (section 4.2.2). In section 4.2.3 the different methods are compared. 
Simulations are done using a rectangular and a Gaussian profile. Figure 4.9 shows the 
1D integrated profiles for a rectangular and a Gaussian beam. I is the normalized 
intensity. Only the x direction is considered, but all results also apply for the y 
direction.  
 

 
Figure 4.9  Integrated profiles for a rectangular and a Gaussian beam, both having FWHM = 0.5 
µµµµm. I is the normalized intensity. 

4.2.1 Cross scan 
The standard method to characterize the beam is a diameter measurement or cross 
scan. The principle of this method is discussed in section 3.4. Since the 2.5 µm 
tungsten crosswire is too thick for measuring the size of a nanobeam, only crosses like 
the ones on the chip (see section 3.1) are considered here. For the simulations, it is 
assumed that these have perpendicular walls and a uniform width and height. 
When a beam diameter measurement is done, the beam is scanned across two of the 
legs of the cross. In a 1D representation, the legs of the cross have a rectangular 
profile. The measured result is the convolution of the beam profile with the cross 
profile. In Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, this is shown for a 0.5 µm rectangular beam 
and a 0.5 µm Gaussian beam respectively, when it is scanned over cross legs of 
different widths.  
 

 
Figure 4.10  A rectangular beam profile and the measured profiles after a beam diameter 
measurement on crosses of different sizes. The vertical axis shows the normalized intensity. 
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Figure 4.11  A Gaussian beam profile and the measured profiles after a beam diameter 
measurement on crosses of different sizes. The vertical axis shows the normalized intensity. 

From these figures it is clear that the measured FWHM and FWTM are not equal to 
the actual FWHM and FWTM. Only the measured FWHM of a block profile is equal 
to the original one as long as the beam size is larger than the cross width. This is 
shown in more detail in Figure 4.12, where the errors of a measurement with respect 
to the original beam size are plotted against the value of k, which is equal to 
 

 beam

cross

FWHM
k

d
=  (4.9) 

 
where FWHMbeam is the actual FWHM of the beam and dcross is the cross width.  
From Figure 4.12 it is clear that a higher accuracy is reached at a smaller cross width. 
Especially the FWTM of a rectangular beam is difficult to measure.  
 

 
Figure 4.12  The relative errors for the FWHM (left) and FWTM (right) of the measured profile 
with respect to the actual beam profile. 

Table 4.1 lists the minimum values of k, when an accuracy of 5% is desired. 
Especially for the measurement of the FWTM of a rectangular beam, the cross width 
must be much smaller than the beam size. When the beam profile is known, correction 
factors can be used. However, usually the shape of the beam profile is not known and 
therefore, correction factors are not useful.  
 

 Rectangular Gaussian 
FWHM 1 2 
FWTM 16 2 

Table 4.1  The values of k for a rectangular and a Gaussian beam, when an accuracy of 5% for 
the FWHM and the FWTM is desired . 
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Another source of errors, inherent to the measurement process, is counting statistics. 
When the beam of Figure 4.6 is measured with the tungsten crosswire, using a 
measurement time of 0.25 s/pixel, the relative error due to counting statistics on the 
FWHM and FWTM is about 5%. In case a 0.5 µm cross on the chip is used, the 
measurement time has to be circa 9 s/pixel for the same error. 

4.2.2 Edge scan 
An edge scan is done on the same structure that is used for the corner scan (see Figure 
4.2). The beam is scanned over both edges in the x and y directions (see Figure 4.13). 
The edges have to be straight and the thickness of the structure has to be constant. 
 

 
Figure 4.13  Edge scan: the beam is scanned along a single path across edges in the x and y 
directions. 

In the case of an edge scan, the convolution integral of equation (4.2) can be 
simplified into 
 

 
0

( ) ( ') 'm b bI x H I I x x dx
∞

∗ = −��  (4.10) 

 
where the edge profile is a step function at x = 0. Simulations are done with the 
integrated beam profiles as shown in Figure 4.9. These profiles are convoluted with a 
step function (see Figure 4.14). In case of the rectangular beam profile the 
convolution is a linear function rising from 0 to 1 between x = –FWHM/2 to  
x = FWHM/2. When the beam profile is Gaussian, the convolution is an error 
function. 
 

 
Figure 4.14  The convolution of a rectangular and a Gaussian beam with an edge. Both beam 
profiles have an FWHM of 0.5 �m. The levels indicate the positions of the half maximum 
intensities at both sides for a Gaussian beam. 
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The usual method to derive the FWHM from an edge scan is by finding the positions 
where the intensity is 12% and 88% of the maximum measured intensity. These 
positions correspond to the positions of 50% of the maximum intensity of a Gaussian 
function. The distance between both positions gives the FWHM. For calculating the 
FWTM, the levels are 1.6% and 98.4%. Because a measured signal often consists of a 
considerable amount of statistical noise, it is common to fit an error function through 
the measured data points first. 
However, this method is only applicable with a Gaussian beam shape. In case of a 
rectangular beam shape, the errors made are -24% on the FWHM and -4% on the 
FWTM. Besides the fact that these calculated values are not very accurate, the 
difference between the FWHM and the FWTM suggests that the beam is not 
rectangular at all. Therefore, it is useful to find another method to be able to determine 
the beam size and shape accurately. 
When the edge is straight and its height profile is uniform, the original beam profile 
can be calculated easily by deconvolution. The process is a simplified version of the 
one used for deconvoluting the corner scan (see section 4.1.3). In the 1D case, 
equation (4.4) can be written as 
 
 1m m mM N N −= −  (4.11) 
 
In conformity with equation (4.5), the error on Mm is 
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As an example, an edge scan is carried out on the chip, using the same beam as used 
for the corner scan (see section 4.1.3). After deconvoluting this edge scan, the FWHM 
and FWTM are calculated. The beam size is also measured using the 2.5 µm tungsten 
crosswire. Table 4.2 gives the results. 
 

 Crosswire Edge scan 
FWHMx (µm) 2.2 1.9 
FWHMy (µm) 3.3 3.1 
FWTMx (µm) 4.0 3.5 
FWTMy (µm) 5.4 4.4 

Table 4.2  Comparison of different methods to measure the FWHM and FWTM . 

It should be noted here, that the measurement time for the edge scan is 2.0 min/pixel. 
This is longer than a typical routine beam diameter measurement needs. In this case, a 
measurement time of 36 s/pixel gives an error due to counting statistics of about 5% 
for the FWHM and the FWTM. 

4.2.3 Comparison 
As is shown in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, different methods to determine the FWHM 
and FWTM have results that deviate from the actual beam values. These errors are 
inherent to the methods. Table 4.3 gives the relative errors of the different methods in 
the case the beam size of a 0.5 �m rectangular and Gaussian beam is measured.  
From Table 4.3 it can be concluded that the deconvolution method is the best, since it 
does not give rise to inherent errors. However, due to the method, statistical noise will 
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propagate through the calculations, causing a higher uncertainty in the calculated 
FWHM and FWTM. This problem can be solved by using longer measurement times, 
making the method less suitable for routine measurements. When the measurement 
times that yield a statistical error of about 5% on the measured values of the FWHM 
and FWTM are compared (see sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2), it turns out that an edge scan 
takes about 4 times longer for the same accuracy. Therefore, the best strategy is to use 
the cross scan during the beam focussing. The deconvolution of an edge scan can be 
applied after the focussing, in order to obtain a realistic representation of the beam. 
This is not yet tested in practice. 
 

0.5 �m rectangular beam 0.5 �m Gaussian beam  
Relative error 
on FWHM (%) 

Relative error 
on FWTM (%) 

Relative error 
on FWHM (%) 

Relative error 
on FWTM (%) 

0.25 �m cross 0 40 6 6 
0.5 �m cross 0 80 25 22 
Edge, direct (Gaussian 
approximation) 

-24 -3 0 0 

Edge, via deconvolution 0 0 0 0 

Table 4.3  Relative errors that are inherent to the different FWHM and FWTM measurement 
methods. 

4.3 Test sample 
A test sample with sharp structures is essential for good beam profile and size 
measurements. In this section, the currently used chip is investigated and compared 
with similar test samples in literature. 

4.3.1 Requirements 
In the sections 4.1 and 4.2, different measurement methods are discussed, which 
demand different structures. For a dot scan, small dots are needed. The shape of these 
dots is not very important; e.g., they can be squares or circles. The structure thickness 
must be constant, but also this is not very critical. Most important for a dot scan is that 
the dots are small compared to the investigated beam. 
For a corner scan, a sharp corner structure with straight perpendicular sides is needed, 
having sharp edges and a constant structure thickness. A cross scan needs crosses 
whose legs are straight and have sharp edges and a uniform height profile. Finally, an 
edge scan needs a straight and sharp edge, with a uniform height profile. Since the 
cross and edge scans are used in routine measurements, the test sample must at least 
consist of these structures. 

4.3.2 The chip 
The chip is one of the permanent samples in the target wheel (see section 3.1). It 
consists of a silicon substrate with first a thin layer of silicon oxide (SiO2) and on top 
a thin layer of tungsten-titanium (WTi). The structures are created in the top layer by 
removing the surrounding WTi. They have typical dimensions ranging from 0.25 µm 
to 2.0 µm. See Figure 4.15 for a microscope picture of a part of the chip. The shown 
structures are also present in a negative version, i.e. the structures are etched away 
from the WTi layer. 
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Figure 4.15  Microscope picture of a part of the chip showing several structures like crosses and 
dots. Structures in the right column have a line thickness of 2.0 µµµµm; the structures on the left 
have a line thickness of 0.7 µµµµm. 

  
Figure 4.16  SEM picture of a dot; top view. 

  
Figure 4.17  SEM pictures of a corner structure; top view (left) and slant view (right). 
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Figure 4.18  SEM pictures of a 0.3 µµµµm cross; top view (left) and slant view (right). 

To investigate whether the structures on the chip are suitable to be used for measuring 
nanobeam widths, Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images are taken. Some of 
the results are shown in Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18. Two kinds of views 
are utilized: top view and slant view. The first is used to derive the structure 
dimensions, the latter to view the height of the structure.  
The dot in Figure 4.16 is not exactly a square or circle, but it looks very usable. Its 
dimensions are approximately 0.6×0.7 µm2, while it is specified to be a square of 
0.5×0.5 µm2. Smaller dots are not measured. However, for a useful dot scan with a 
500×500 nm2 beam, the dots must have a size of around 100×100 nm2. Such dots are 
not present on the chip.  
Figure 4.17 shows a corner structure. This structure can be used for corner scans as 
well as edge scans. The slope of the structure extends over at the most 35 nm. This 
can be smaller, since the result is based on Figure 4.17 (left), which does not give 
more detail for a more precise determination. The slant view suggests that the slope is 
straight and only rounded at the top and the foot and as a consequence, the effective 
slope extends over a shorter distance. Unfortunately, information that is more accurate 
is not available. The straightness of the side is estimated to be a ±5 nm deviation from 
a perfectly straight side due to irregularities. The corner appears to be rounded off at a 
radius of about 250 nm. In the example discussed in section 4.1.3, this does not have 
an apparent influence, since the beam size calculated from the deconvoluted corner 
scan is equal to the beam size measured by the edge scan. However, measurements of 
smaller beams that are measured at a smaller step size are influenced stronger. E.g., 
when the step size is equal to the corner radius, 79% of the overlapping part of the 
beam is measured. This causes inaccuracies at the corners of the calculated beam 
profile. 
In Figure 4.18, a 0.3 µm cross is shown. From the picture, the widths of its legs are 
measured to be 0.16±0.01 µm in the x direction and 0.18±0.01 µm in the y direction. 
Based on the slant view, it can be concluded that the sidewalls are approximately 
perpendicular and have an approximately uniform width and height. The slant view 
suggests that the leg is not straight, although the top view shows straight legs. This is 
an error in the SEM image.  
The slant views in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 show quite uniform height profiles. 
The variation in the height is difficult to determine. 

4.3.3 Literature 
There are no useful commercially available test samples. Therefore, research groups 
that operate microprobes or nanoprobes, have their test samples fabricated on their 
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own specifications and using various methods. Different authors write about their test 
specimens for beam size determination, but few give a thorough description. The 
found articles that give information about the quality of the edges present on the test 
samples are briefly discussed here. [Wät00] describes a permaloy (19% Fe, 81% Ni) 
chip with different test structures. The irregularities of the edges are smaller than 100 
nm. [Spe01] obtained edges with a slope and irregularities below 50 nm on a silver 
grating. The grating was fabricated using Electron Beam Lithography on PMMA. 
Finally, [Kan05] claims a side wall slope projection of 28 nm. This is reached by 
using Proton Beam Writing, followed by nickel electroplating, thereby producing a 
nickel grid. 

4.4 Discussion 
Beam profile measurements are best done using a corner scan, since a 500×500 nm2 
beam cannot be directly viewed on the ceramic and the available dots for a dot scan 
are too large. The utilization of Proton Beam Writing is useful when only information 
about the intensity contours is required. For beam sizes down to 250×250 nm2, the 
deviations from a perfect corner do not have unacceptable influence on the measured 
profile. For smaller beam sizes, the roundness of the corner causes visible 
inaccuracies in the calculated intensity profile. 
For the beam size determination, methods are discussed in the sections 4.2.1 and 
4.2.2. The crosses on the chip are acceptable when only the FWHM is needed and 
when the beam sizes are larger than 500 nm. However, when also information about 
the FWTM is required, or a smaller beam is used, the cross scan is not accurate 
enough. Although the deconvoluted edge scan takes about four times longer than a 
cross scan, it gives good results in all cases. Therefore, it is recommended to use this 
method when information about the beam shape is needed, or when the beam size is 
expected to be smaller than 500 nm. 
The structures on the chip do not have a perfect geometry. Table 4.4 gives an 
estimation of the results in case the edge end cross are rounded at the top over a 
distance of 35 nm. These are compared with the results when the edges are perfect. 
From these results, it can be concluded that the direct deconvolution of an edge scan 
is not influenced too much by the imperfect edges. This should be tested in practice, 
since the influence of an imperfect edge can play a dominant role. Since the edge 
slopes and irregularities found in literature are larger or comparable to those of the 
chip, it is decided to work with the latter. 
Note that the exemplary measurements that are discussed in this chapter, are done 
using a large beam, since the intrinsic optimization and minimization of parasitic 
aberrations (see chapter 5 and 6) had not been carried out at that time. These examples 
are mainly meant to illustrate the principles of the procedures. 
 

0.5 �m rectangular beam 0.5 �m Gaussian beam  
Relative error on 

FWHM (%) 
Relative error on 

FWTM (%) 
Relative error on 

FWHM (%) 
Relative error on 

FWTM (%) 
0.25 �m cross 0 40 6 6 
0.25 �m cross with 
rounded edges 

0 39 6 5 

Edge 0 0 0 0 
Rounded edge 0 3 0.08 0.07 

Table 4.4  Comparison of the influence of rounded edges for FWHM and FWTM determination 
by a cross scan and an edge scan. 
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5 Intrinsic optimization 
In section 1.3, a description of the desired beam is given. Section 5.1 translates this 
goal to measurable parameters and requirements for the beam size and shape. Section 
5.2 focuses on the intrinsic optimization by varying the slit settings and quadrupole 
magnetizations, in order to fulfil the requirements on the beam size and shape, and to 
maximize the beam current. The optimization is called intrinsic, since any parasitic 
influence is neglected here (see section 2.3). 

5.1 Beam requirements 
The beam profile of the nanoprobe can be optimized in such a way that a nearly 
rectangular intensity profile is obtained. In case parasitic aberrations are absent, this 
can often be done by reducing the size of the aperture slits. However, this is 
accompanied by a considerable loss of beam current, which is not acceptable for 
PIXE measurements. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the limits of the beam 
size and shape that are still acceptable. It must be stressed that the presented choice 
for the beam requirements is, in fact, arbitrary and that in this chapter, the focus is on 
the optimization principles. 
In chapter 4, the FWHM and FWTM are presented as useful measures of the beam size 
and shape. They are determined in both the x and y directions. Regarding the intrinsic 
optimization of the beam profile, the FWHM is not allowed to be larger than the 
desired value. Since requiring a rectangular particle distribution is not realistic, the 
FWTM is accepted to be a little larger than the FWHM. Such a beam can be 
approximated with an isosceles trapezium (see Figure 5.1).  
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Figure 5.1  The approximation of a 1D particle distribution, used for the determination of the 
requirements on the FWTM. xi is the position in the target plane. 

The proportion ei
*, expressed in %, between the number of particles that end up 

outside the FWHM region and the total number of particles is taken as a measure of 
the beam shape. The ratio FWTM/FWHM is called the beam shape ratio. ei can be 
calculated from the geometry of the trapezium: 
 

 
5

1 100%
16i

FWTM
e

FWHM
� �= − ⋅� �
� �

 (5.1) 

 
When the proportion of the number of particles that end up outside the FWHM region 
is limited to ei,max, the maximum allowed beam shape ratio is: 
                                                 
* The subscript i stands for ‘intrinsic’. 
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 ,max1 0.032 i

FWTM
e

FWHM
= +  (5.2) 

 
ei,max is arbitrarily chosen to be ei,max = 10%. This is for the 1D situation. When a 2D 
profile is considered, this error is allowed in both directions. As a result, the total 
maximum error is about 2 ei,max = 20%. The choice for the value of ei,max = -5% is also 
arbitrary. In this case, the maximum allowed value of the beam shape ratio is 
calculated: 
 

 
4
3

FWTM
FWHM

≈  (5.3) 

 
This maximum value for the beam shape ratio is based on several arbitrary choices. 
When useful, the assumptions and arbitrary values can be adjusted and a new value 
for the beam shape ratio can be calculated from these. In the following sections, the 
maximum beam shape ratio is used as a constraint in the optimization methods.  
In section 1.1, a minimum beam current of 100 pA is mentioned for the case the beam 
is used for PIXE experiments. Since the measurement time decreases for a larger 
beam current, the goal in this chapter is to maximize the beam current, while the 
requirements on the beam size and beam shape ratio must be satisfied. When the 
minimum beam current is not reached by the optimization, the requirements cannot be 
met by the used optimization method and other ways to satisfy the requirements must 
be found. 

5.2 Optimization methods 
To obtain the desired beam it is necessary to optimize the different parameters of the 
nanoprobe that influence the beam size and shape and the beam current. In practice, 
most parameters, like e.g. drift spaces or (effective) lengths of quadrupoles, are 
difficult to change. Parameters that can be varied easily are the slit sizes and the 
quadrupole magnetizations. In this chapter, only beam optimization methods for these 
parameters are discussed. When such an optimization method is found, the next step is 
to extend it for other parameters. 
The total number of parameters is eight: the slit sizes of both the object and aperture 
slits in the x and y directions, and the four quadrupole magnetizations. It is important 
to realize that analytical expressions that relate the beam size and/or beam shape ratio 
directly to the slit sizes and quadrupole magnetizations do not exist in literature. In the 
chosen approach, the optimization of the slit settings and the optimization of the 
quadrupole magnetizations are treated separately. First, the optimization method 
based on varying the quadrupole magnetizations, is discussed in section 5.2.1. 
Secondly, in section 5.2.2, effort is made to derive analytical expressions for the 
particle distributions in the target plane as a function of the slit sizes. Because of the 
complexity of the system, a complete analytical solution cannot be found. Therefore, 
an analytical solution is derived which is only valid when several requirements are 
met. To be able to optimize when these requirements are not satisfied, a more general 
optimization method using simulations is developed, which is discussed in section 
5.2.3. 
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5.2.1 Optimization of the quadrupoles 
In order to obtain a focussed beam, it is necessary to find the magnetizations for the 
quadrupoles that yield a focus. In the optimization process, a focus is reached, by 
definition, when the astigmatism terms <x|θ> and <y|ϕ> are zero. This does not 
necessarily give the smallest beam spot, since a minimum beam size (waist) can lie 
just in front of or behind the target plane. However, the optimization process yields a 
good approximation. In practice, the beam focusing routine (see section 3.4) 
optimizes for a minimum beam size and therefore, <x|θ> and <y|ϕ> can be non-zero, 
although they will mostly be negligible. 
Using the program Transport (see section 2.4), the magnetizations of two of the four 
quadrupoles are varied until the astigmatism terms are zero. This is typically done by 
keeping the magnetic fields of the first two quadrupoles fixed, and varying Q3 and 
Q4. The optimization is repeated at different values for Q1 and Q2. A first selection of 
the results is based on finding the solutions with the smallest magnification terms. The 
best results are compared using Microac. A thorough comparison is not carried out in 
this thesis. Table 5.1 lists the determined values that are used in the Microac 
simulations throughout this thesis. 
 

 B (T) 
Q1 -0.28 
Q2 -0.02 
Q3 0.1343745 
Q4 -0.1857692 

Table 5.1  The determined quadrupole values for the Microac simulations. The seven significant 
figures for B3 and B4 are necessary to prevent an unacceptable influence on the beam shape. 

5.2.2 Analytical optimization of the slits 
In section 2.3, an analytical expression for the final position of a single particle is 
given. In this section, the derivation of an analytical description is given for the 
distribution function of a complete set of particles. This is elaborated for the x 
direction, but the same applies to the y direction. For the current nanoprobe, the 
following expression gives the final x position as a function of the non-zero 
aberrations for an ideal system, in which no parasitic aberrations are present: 
 
 rd3 order termsi o o o o o ox x x x x x x x xθ θ δ δ θδ θ δ= + + + +  (5.4) 
 
The subscripts o and i denote the object and image planes respectively. For instance, 
xi gives the x position in the image plane. The general representation of an aberration 
coefficient is <x|�1

n �2
m…>, where �1, �2, etc., denote different variables, like x or ϕ, 

which are raised to the power of n, m, etc. Using Microac or Transport, the values of 
the aberration coefficients are calculated, based on the nanoprobe parameters given in 
Appendix B. The results for the non-zero coefficients are given in Appendix C. 
To be able to determine the FWHM and FWTM in the x and y directions, particle 
distributions in the image plane in both directions must be derived. In general, this is 
done using equation (5.4), by tracking a large number of particles through the 
nanoprobe. This results in the particle distributions N(xi) and N(yi) in the image plane. 
When analytical expressions for N(xi) and N(yi) are derived, it is necessary to know 
the distribution functions P of each of the input parameters (xo,yo,�o,�o,�o). It is 
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assumed that these are normalized uniform distribution functions between certain 
boundaries*: 
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where S1,x and S1,y are the slit sizes of the object slits in the x and y direction 
respectively, S2,x and S2,y are the slit sizes of the aperture slits, δmax is the momentum 
spread (the maximum deviation from the average momentum) and L0 is the distance 
between the object and aperture slits. The boundaries for P(xo) and P(yo) are equal to 
the sizes of the object slits in both directions. The boundaries for P(θo) and P(ϕo) are 
equal to the maximum angles of the proton trajectories. This is a valid assumption 
when the aperture slits are much larger than the object slits. The boundaries on the 
momentum spread are the specified accelerator values (see section 3.1). The 
distribution function of the momentum spread is assumed uniform, although little is 
known about this distribution function in the plane of the object slits. 
The first step in the derivation of the analytical expression is to regard the 
magnification term, while all other aberration terms are neglected. Therefore, equation 
(5.4) is reduced to 
 
 i ox x x x=  (5.10) 
 
When the normalized distribution function for the input parameter xo (see equation 
(5.5)) is taken into account, the normalized distribution function for xi can be written 
as 
 

 1,
1,

1 1
( ) for

2i i x
x

P x x S x x
x x S

= ≤  (5.11) 

 
This distribution function can be extended by considering other aberration 
coefficients. Just as the magnification term <x|x>xo, the other aberration terms are 
treated separately first, each giving a distribution function for xi as if the other terms 

                                                 
* Outside the given regions, the function equals zero. 
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where not present. To simplify the problem, it is assumed that the aberration 
coefficients and the input variables are positive. Three cases are discussed 
successively: aberration coefficients that work on one, two and three variables 
respectively. 
 
One variable 
The distribution functions can be derived as follows. A term with one variable is 
given as: 
 
 1 1 1for 0n n

ix x aν ν ν= ≤ ≤  (5.12) 

 
where a is the boundary for the variable �1. The normalized distribution function for 
�1 is 
 

 1 1

1
( ) for 0P a

a
ν ν= ≤ ≤  (5.13) 

 
The probability that the final position of a particle in the image plane xi is smaller than 
a certain value 	, is given by 
 

 1
1 1 1

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) for 0 n n

iP x F P x a
a

ν ξξ ξ ν ξ ν ξ ν≤ = = = ≤ ≤  (5.14) 

 
where F(	) is the cumulative distribution function, the upper boundary is determined 
by substituting �1 in equation (5.12) for its maximum value a, and �1(	) is determined 
by rewriting equation (5.12) into 
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The distribution function for xi can be derived from the cumulative distribution 
function: 
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This result can be generalized for aberration coefficients that are negative or positive 
and for input variables that originate from the region -a
�1�a.  
For n is odd, this gives: 
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For n is even, the aberration coefficients are equal to zero. For an example for n = 1, 
see equation (5.11). As an example for n = 3, the corresponding distribution function 
for <x|θ 3> is given: 
 

 3 3

3 23

1
( ) for

6
i i

i

P x x x a
a x x

θ
θ

= ≤  (5.18) 

 
with 
 

 2,

02
xS

a
L

=  (5.19) 

 
A graph of equation (5.18) is given in Figure 5.2. It shows the distribution of the 
particle displacements as a result of the aberration coefficient <x|θ 3> in the case of the 
current nanoprobe set-up and with S2,x = 234 µm (for a 500 nm optimized beam 
according to section 5.2.3). The other particle distributions in the graph are discussed 
in the remainder of this section. The area below the curve is equal to 1. Note that the 
function has a singularity at xi = 0. 
 

 
Figure 5.2  Typical particle distributions as a result of different aberration coefficients. The 
graphs are generated for a 500 nm optimized beam (see section 5.2.3). 

Two variables 
For terms with two variables, the method becomes more complex. The derivation is 
given in Appendix D. The result is generalized for the case that <x|�1

n
�2

m> can be 
positive or negative, -a 
 �1 � a and –b 
 �2 � b. In practice, there are two cases to be 
distinguished. In case of n = m = 1, the distribution function is: 
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When n = 1 and m = 2*, the distribution function is: 
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This is illustrated for <x|θδ> and <x|θϕ2>. The distribution functions are: 
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with 
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with 

                                                 
* The case that n = 2 and m = 1 yields a similar expression: �1 must be exchanged with �2, and a must 
be exchanged with b. 
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A graphical representation of the equations (5.22) and (5.25) is given in Figure 5.2. 
The graphs give the displacement in the x direction of the particle under influence of 
the given aberration coefficient. The comparison of the different distribution functions 
gives an idea about the influences of the aberration coefficients. 
 
Three variables 
The derivation of the distribution function of the final positions of the particles as a 
result of the influence of an aberration coefficient with three variables is given in 
Appendix D. Since in practice, aberration terms with a higher order than three are not 
considered, the result for <x|�1�2�3> is given: 
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For <x|θyϕ>, this results in: 
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See Figure 5.2 for a graph of equation (5.29). The graph shows the four most 
influential aberration coefficients in case of the creation of a 500 nm optimized beam 
(see section 5.2.3) using the current nanoprobe set-up. From this graph, it can be 
concluded that <x|θϕ2> gives the largest x displacement of the particles. 
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Combination of aberration terms 
Although the separate distribution functions give some information about their 
influence on the shaping of the beam, it would be very useful when these distribution 
functions can be combined to find an analytical expression for the overall particle 
distribution. A limited number of distributions can be combined, as long as every 
variable is only present in one of the combined aberration terms. Suppose that besides 
the magnification <x|x>, <x|��2> is the most influential aberration coefficient. The 
distribution function P0

* for <x|x> is given by equation (5.11) and the distribution 
function P1 for <x|��2> is given by equation (5.25). Note that xi in equation (5.25) is 
interpreted here as the x displacement in the image plane caused by the particular 
aberration coefficient. 
The magnification term is taken as the starting point, since it determines the main part 
of the final particle distribution. Both aberration terms do not have input variables in 
common, and for this reason they behave independently. Therefore, the particles that 
end up on position 	 as a result of <x|x>, can be distributed around this position 
according to the distribution function P1(xi-	) for <x|��2>: 
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This is done for all positions 	 and the resulting distribution functions are summed, 
giving a convolution integral for the final distribution function G1: 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1 0 1i iG x P P x dξ ξ ξ
∞

−∞

= −�  (5.34) 

This can be repeated for other aberration coefficients, provided that the corresponding 
variables are independent of the already used variables: 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1n i n n iG x G P x dξ ξ ξ
∞

−
−∞

= −�  (5.35) 

 
The foregoing is illustrated by the following example. The aberration coefficients for 
the currently used nanoprobe settings (see Appendix B) are calculated. The results are 
listed in Appendix C. The slit settings are determined for a 500 nm beam by using the 
simulation method discussed in section 5.2.3 and are given in Table 5.4. In the current 
set-up, all of the non-zero aberration coefficients for xi work on the variables xo and/or 
θo. Therefore, only one convolution step can be taken. Using the most influential 
aberration coefficients, <x|θδ>, <x|θ3>, <x|θyϕ> and <x|θϕ2>, the final particle 
distributions G1(xi) are calculated from equation (5.34). Figure 5.3 gives the 
normalized particle distributions. In this situation, <x|θϕ2> has the largest effect on 
the distribution function. The FWHM, FWTM and beam shape ratio of the distribution 

                                                 
* The subscript for P is meant to distinguish the different distribution functions. 
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functions G1(xi) are given in Table 5.2. They are compared with the ideal beam profile 
and the particle distribution simulated by Microac, using all of the aberration 
coefficients together. For the nanoprobe settings in the given example, the result for 
the analytical solution with <x|θϕ2> approaches the result of the Microac simulation 
and can therefore be taken as a representation of the beam profile. 
 

 
Figure 5.3  Particle distributions calculated by using the magnification coefficient and one 
aberration coefficient. 

 FWHMx (nm) FWTMx (nm) FWTMx/FWHMx 
Ideal beam 500 500 1 
Microac simulation with all aberration 
coefficients 

499 671 1.34 

Analytical solution with <x|θδ> 500 539 1.08 
Analytical solution with <x|θ3> 500 550 1.10 
Analytical solution with <x|θyϕ> 500 533 1.07 
Analytical solution with <x|θϕ2> 500 635 1.27 

Table 5.2  Comparison of the beam shape parameters in the x direction using the analytical 
solutions for single aberration coefficients with the ideal beam and the Microac simulation with 
all aberration coefficients. 

Figure 5.3 shows that the FWHM of the resulting particle distribution G1(xi) is equal 
to the FWHM of the original distribution function P0(xi). In general, 
 
 1,xFWHM S x x=  (5.36) 

 
provided that three constraints are satisfied: P0(xi) is a uniform distribution function, 
P0(xi) and P1(xi) are symmetrical around xi = 0, and  
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 0 1( ) ( )FWHM P FW P≥  (5.37) 
 
where FWHM(P0), is the FWHM of the function P0(xi), and FW(P1) is the full width 
of the function P1(xi), which is given by its boundaries. The same holds for 
subsequent convolutions, as long as 
 
 0 1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ...FWHM P FW P FW P≥ + +  (5.38) 
 
Using the simulation method (see section 5.2.3), the influence of <x|θϕ2> is compared 
with the influence of all the aberration coefficients together. Figure 5.4 shows a 
graphical representation of the resulting distribution functions. The total number of 
protons used in the simulation is 20000. It can be concluded that the shapes are 
similar.  
 

 
Figure 5.4  Simulation of x distribution functions, when besides the magnification term, only 
<x|θθθθϕϕϕϕ2> is active, or when all aberration coefficients are used. 

As Table 5.2 shows, the main difference between both profiles is the FWTM. The 
actual FWTM is larger than the one of the analytical solution. Consequently, when the 
analytical solution is used for optimization, using the requirement on the beam shape 
ratio, the beam shape ratio of the actual distribution function will be larger than the 
required value. This introduces an extra difference in the measured intensity of 
approximately 1% (calculated using equation (5.1)). 
For the particle distribution in the y direction, <y|ϕ3> turns out to be most influential 
aberration coefficient besides the magnification term. Using the same settings that are 
used for the simulations in Figure 5.4, the combination of <y|y> with <y|ϕ3> is 
simulated. In Figure 5.5, the result is compared with the simulation of the particle 
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distribution using all of the aberration coefficients. The beam sizes of both 
distributions are comparable, but there is a larger difference for the FWTM. 
 

 
Figure 5.5  Simulation of y distribution functions, when besides the magnification term, only 
<y|ϕϕϕϕ3> is active, or when all aberration coefficients are used. 

In Table 5.3, the result for the analytical solution is compared with the ideal beam and 
the Microac simulation. The difference between the FWTMs in Figure 5.5, is not 
found in the Microac simulation. The probable reason is that in the Microac 
simulation 100000 particles are used, while the distributions in Figure 5.5 are 
generated with 20000 particles. Based on Table 5.3, it can be concluded that the 
analytical solution, using <y|ϕ3> gives a good description of the beam.  
 

 FWHMy (nm) FWTMy (nm) FWTMy/FWHMy 
Ideal beam 500 500 1 
Microac simulation with all aberration 
coefficients 

499 638 1.28 

Analytical solution with <y|ϕ3> 500 636 1.27 

Table 5.3  Comparison of the beam shape parameters in the y direction using the analytical 
solutions for single aberration coefficients with the ideal beam and the Microac simulation with 
all aberration coefficients. 

The analytical solution can yield a beam shape ratio, which is smaller than that of the 
actual beam. Hence, optimizing the analytical solution with respect to the constraints 
on the beam shape ratio can result in a beam shape ratio of the actual beam that 
exceeds the requirement. If this is acceptable, the analytical solutions can be used to 
optimize the slit settings. It is recommended to verify the results of the analytical 
optimization with Microac. 
An optimization program using the analytical expression is not written yet. From the 
example described above, it can be concluded that only the most influential aberration 
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is needed in combination with each magnification term. In this case <x|θϕ2> and 
<y|ϕ3> are used, and the constraint of equation (5.37) can be written as: 
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As long as these constraints are satisfied, the beam sizes in the x and y directions are 
given by 
 
 1,x xFWHM S x x=  (5.41) 

 
and 
 
 1,y yFWHM S y y=  (5.42) 

 
This means that the object slit sizes are fixed by the required beam size. Therefore, the 
optimization has only two changeable parameters: the aperture slit sizes in the x and y 
directions. The optimization goal is to maximize the beam current, while the 
constraints on the beam shape ratios must be satisfied. In the given example, it is 
useful to investigate whether first maximizing S2,y according to equation (5.40) and 
then maximizing S2,x with equation (5.39), gives the highest beam current. 
When all the parameters of the initial beam have equal probability distributions, the 
beam current is proportional to the acceptance of the object and aperture slits. The 
acceptance α is calculated from the slit sizes: 
 

 1, 1, 2, 2,
2

0

x y x yS S S S

L
α =  (5.43) 

5.2.3 Optimization of the slits using simulations 
When the error introduced by the necessary simplification of the analytical method is 
not acceptable, it is possible to optimize the object and aperture slit sizes using 
simulations. Therefore, the simulation program is written in Microsoft Excel. Excel is 
chosen, since it was available and readily applicable, although it is realized that 
stronger optimization routines exist. It is based on maximizing the beam current by 
changing the slit size values, while the restrictions on the beam sizes and beam shape 
ratios (see section 5.1) are taken into account. 
The method to calculate the FWHM and FWTM in two directions is similar to the 
method of Microac (see section 2.4). Using the Random Number Generation 
functionality of the Excel Analysis ToolPak add-in, a random set of N particles is 
generated, i.e. the input variables (xo,yo,�o,�o,�o) (see section 2.3) of every particle are 
chosen randomly. The parasitic variables P are not considered here. In case of xo, yo 
and �o, the randomization is done under the assumption that the values within the 
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boundaries have equal probabilities. The boundaries are set by the object slits and the 
momentum spread respectively. The values of �o and �o are calculated from the 
randomly generated positions in the planes of the object slits, xo and yo, and the 
aperture slits, xa and ya. The possible values for xa and ya also have equal probabilities. 
Under these conditions, the beam current is proportional to the acceptance of the slits, 
given in equation (5.43). 
Using the set of randomly generated particles, the terms in equation (5.4) are first 
calculated separately and then summed to give the final positions (xi,yi) in the image 
plane. The used aberration coefficients are calculated by Microac from the system 
parameters given in Appendix B. From the set of final positions (xi,yi), particle 
distributions for xi and yi are calculated, giving intensity profiles in both directions. 
The values for the FWHM and FWTM are deduced from these intensity profiles and 
the beam shape ratios are calculated. 
The aberration terms are mutually dependent; they work on the same variables. As a 
result, a simple optimization cannot be carried out. Therefore, the optimization of the 
slits is carried out using the Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG2) solver method 
[GRG2]. The target for the solver is to maximize the acceptance. The solutions are 
restricted to the constraints for the FWHM’s and the beam shape ratios. When a 0.5 
�m beam size is required and the limit on the beam shape ratios is set according to 
equation (5.3), the constraints are: 
 
 0.5�mxFWHM ≤  (5.44) 
 
 0.5�myFWHM ≤  (5.45) 
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Since the problem is non-linear, it turns out that it is not possible to find accurate 
results in practice. Therefore, the model is simplified. First, the sizes of the object slits 
are not optimized, but calculated using the magnification aberration coefficients: 
 

 1,
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FWHM
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=  (5.48) 

 

 1,
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S
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=  (5.49) 

 
Secondly, the equations (5.44) and (5.45) are not used as solver constraints. Because 
of this, the requirements on the FWHM are not necessarily satisfied. However, in 
practice, the found broadening of the FWHM is less than 1%, which is acceptable. The 
third simplification is the optimization of only one of the aperture slits. This means 
that one aperture slit is first adjusted manually and subsequently the solver is run on 
the other aperture slit. This can be done for different slit settings. By maximizing the 
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resulting values for the acceptance, the optimal slit settings can be found. Figure 5.6 
shows examples for the optimization of a 500 nm and a 300 nm beam. Table 5.4 lists 
the found aperture sizes, beam sizes, beam shape ratios and acceptances. See 
Appendix E for the used solver settings.  
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Figure 5.6  Acceptance as a function of the aperture slit size in the x direction after optimizing 
the aperture slit in the y direction for a 500 nm beam (left) and a 300 nm beam (right). 

The results of the separate aberration terms are used to gain insight in the influence of 
the individual aberrations on the final positions of the particles. This is shown in 
Figure 5.7 for the four most important aberration coefficients in the x direction. It 
shows the particle distributions of the magnification term <x|x> in combination with 
different aberration coefficients. These are compared with the distribution function for 
the simulation with all aberration coefficients together. The simulations are done with 
20000 particles. The used slit settings are given in Table 5.4 and provide a 500 nm 
optimized beam. Using the slit settings for a 300 nm optimized beam, the results of 
Figure 5.8 are generated. 
 

 500 nm beam 300 nm beam 
S1,x (µm) 15.4 9.23 
S1,y (µm) 71.0 42.6 
S2,x (µm) 234 200 
S2,y (µm) 400 325 
FWHMx (nm) 504 301 
FWHMy (nm) 493 297 
FWTMx/FWHMx 1.33 1.33 
FWTMy/FWHMy 1.33 1.30 
α (µm2mrad2) 4.4 1.1 

Table 5.4  Results after optimization for a 500 nm and a 300 nm beam. 

To verify if the Excel simulations give accurate results, the resulting slit sizes are 
introduced into Microac. Simulations are done in Microac, using 100000 particles. 
Table 5.5 gives the comparison of both programs with respect to the FWHM and beam 
shape ratio. There are small differences, which are probably caused by the lower 
number of particles that are used in the Excel simulations. It is possible to implement 
a larger number of particles in the Excel program, but the disadvantage is that it can 
make the simulations inconveniently slow. 
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Figure 5.7  The four dominant aberrations in the x direction compared with the final beam 
profile for a 500 nm beam. 

 
Figure 5.8  The four dominant aberrations in the x direction compared with the final beam 
profile for a 300 nm beam. 
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500 nm beam 300 nm beam  
Excel Microac Excel Microac 

FWHMx (nm) 504 499 301 299 
FWHMy (nm) 493 499 297 299 
FWTMx/FWHMx 1.33 1.34 1.33 1.34 
FWTMy/FWHMy 1.33 1.28 1.30 1.26 

Table 5.5  Comparison of the Excel simulation program and Microac based on the results for the 
beam sizes and the beam shape ratios. 

5.3 Discussion 
Optimization procedures for the slit sizes at the one hand and the quadrupole settings 
at the other hand have been treated separately. For the slit size optimization, two 
methods have been discussed. The analytical method gives good results when the 
dominant aberration coefficients do not work on the same variables. In the current 
nanoprobe set-up, only the magnification terms and <x|θϕ2> for the x direction and 
<y|ϕ3> for the y direction are necessary. 
When the analytical method is not applicable, the simulation method can be used for 
the optimization of the slit settings. Because of its statistical character, the results are 
less accurate than the analytical method, but the main advantage is that it can be used 
in all circumstances. The accuracy can be increased by simulating with a larger 
number of particles, which slows down the solving process. Optimizations are carried 
out to obtain a 500 nm and a 300 nm beam, yielding satisfactory results. When a 
brightness of 100 pA/µm2mrad2 is assumed, a beam current of 110 pA can be 
calculated for the 300 nm beam, using the acceptance given in Table 5.4. This 
satisfies the requirement of a 100 pA beam current for PIXE experiments. Earlier 
simulations resulted in similar beam sizes at 100 pA, but with unacceptably high 
beam shape ratios. 
In this thesis, the slit optimization by simulation is only carried out for one set of 
quadrupole magnetizations. However, it would be very useful to combine the 
optimization methods for the slit settings and the quadrupole magnetizations. It has 
been shown that the optimization principles yield good results. Since better solvers 
than the GRG2 solver exist, a program can be written that can fully automate the 
optimization of the aperture slits. Subsequently, the quadrupole optimization method 
can be coupled to this automated slit optimization program. Note that the optimization 
based on the analytical method cannot easily be combined with the method for the 
optimization of the quadrupole magnetizations, since it is possible that different 
aberration coefficients can be dominant for different quadrupole magnetizations. 
Both slit optimization methods assume equal probability functions for the input 
parameters. This means that the particles are equally distributed over the four-
dimensional phase space. Accordingly, when the emittance of the beam is changed, 
the brightness of the beam in the plane of the aperture slits does not change. However, 
the results of brightness measurements given in Table 3.1, show a dependence of the 
brightness on the acceptance of the slit system. However, it is unclear yet what this 
means for the distribution functions of the input variables. It is therefore 
recommended to perform more elaborate emittance measurements in the plane of the 
object slits. 
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6 Minimization of parasitic aberrations 
In chapter 5, the optimization of the intrinsic parameters that influence the beam size 
and profile is discussed. The situation is assumed ideal: for instance, the slits and 
quadrupoles are perfectly aligned and stability problems do not occur. However, in 
practice, there are always deviations from the ideal situation that are called parasitic 
aberrations. To illustrate the influence of parasitic aberrations the following example 
is discussed. Using Proton Beam Writing (see section 4.1.4), PMMA is irradiated. 
After developing the PMMA, the SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) picture given 
in Figure 6.1 is taken. It shows spots (1) made with the beam at one position during 
different irradiation times, bars (2) made by overlapping spots in one direction and an 
area (3) made by overlapping spots in two directions. It is clear that the spot shapes 
(1) are asymmetric. This is caused by alignment errors of the quadrupoles. In addition, 
the sides of the bars (2) and the area (3) are not completely straight. This is caused by 
stability problems. 
In this chapter, methods to reduce the influence of alignment errors of the slits and the 
quadrupoles are discussed. In section 6.1, the alignment requirements are determined. 
The alignment of the slits and the quadrupoles is treated in section 6.2 and 6.3 
respectively. 
 

 
Figure 6.1  SEM-picture of irradiated PMMA showing spots (1), bars (2) and an area (3) made 
using an asymmetric beam profile. 

6.1 Alignment requirements 
Misalignments can cause an increase in the FWHM and the FWTM. Often, this can be 
corrected by narrowing the slits, but this will decrease the beam current. In this 
section, the acceptable increase in the beam size and beam shape ratio is discussed. 
The method for determining the requirements is similar to the one discussed in section 
5.1. Since the goal of this chapter is to discuss the procedures to minimize the 
alignment errors, the choice of the requirements is somewhat arbitrary. 
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The maximum acceptable total increase in the beam size is chosen to be 5% in one 
direction. To account for the increase in the beam shape ratio caused by 
misalignments, equation (5.2) can be extended to: 
 

 ( )1 0.032 i p

FWTM
e e

FWHM
= + +  (6.1) 

 
where ep

* is the proportion of particles that end up outside the FWHM region due to 
misalignments. In line with ei in section 5.1, the limit on ep is chosen to be 10%. 
In this chapter, 26 different misalignments are discussed: six translations of slits and 
quadrupoles in the x direction, six translations of slits and quadrupoles in the y 
direction, four tilts of the quadrupoles around the x axis and four around the y axis, 
and six rotations of slits and quadrupoles around the z axis. Tilts of the slits and other 
parasitic aberrations are not considered. For the requirement determination, it is 
assumed that an alignment error only has influence in one direction and that the effect 
of an alignment error is independent of other alignment errors. Therefore, the chosen 
limits can be divided by 13 to give the allowed values per misalignment. Hence, per 
alignment error, an increase of 0.77% is allowed in both the FWHM as ep. For the 
beam shape ratio, this means an increase of 0.025 per alignment error. 

6.2 Alignment of the slits 
The slits are optically aligned between two reference points. The first is a pinhole 
placed before the switching magnet and the second is a cross mounted on the wall 
behind the nanoprobe system. The accuracy of the slit positioning is estimated to be 
0.1 mm. 
The external beam pipe diameter is 50 mm and the internal diameter of the 
quadrupoles is approximately 52 mm. Therefore the quadrupoles cannot be translated 
more than 1 mm from the optical axis [Man93]. Based on the accuracy of the slit 
positioning, the translation of the quadrupoles is below 0.2 mm, provided that the 
central axis of the beam pipe coincides with the line between the reference points.  
 

 
Figure 6.2  Beam size (left) and beam shape ratio (right) as a function of the translation error of 
the object slit. 

Three alignment errors are considered: translations in the x and y directions, Tx and Ty, 
and rotations around the z axis, Rz. The influence of Tx of the object slits is simulated 

                                                 
* p in ep stands for parasitic. 
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with Microac, using the standard settings*. The resulting values for the FWHM, 
FWTM and the beam shape ratio are presented in Figure 6.2. Similar graphs can be 
created for the other translation misalignments. 
Using Microac, the maximum allowed alignment errors are determined. In every 
simulation, the standard settings are used together with one additional alignment error. 
The allowed increase in the FWHM is 4 nm and the allowed increase in the beam 
shape ratio is 0.025 (see section 5.1). The alignment error is increased until one of 
these requirements is met. The requirement on the beam shape ratio in the x direction 
turns out to be the most critical for all of the slit misalignments, except for the rotation 
error of the aperture slits, in which case the requirements are not exceeded. In Table 
6.1 the results are given. It shows that the aperture slits are the most sensitive to 
translation errors and the object slits are the most sensitive to rotation errors. Since the 
quadrupoles are aligned with respect to the slits (see section 6.3) and the positioning 
accuracy for the slits is about 0.1 mm, the results of Table 6.1 mean in practice that 
the position of the aperture slits should not be changed, once the quadrupoles are 
aligned. 
 

 Tx (mm) Ty (mm) Rz (deg) 
Object slits 0.3 0.8 0.07 
Aperture slits 0.03 0.03 No restriction 

Table 6.1 Maximum allowed alignment errors for the slits. 

6.3 Alignment of the quadrupoles 
In general, a good alignment of the quadrupoles is important because of the influence 
that alignment errors have on the spot size and profile. A bad alignment also 
influences the spot position, but this is not important as long as the quadrupoles do not 
move during a measurement. This means that vibrations of the quadrupoles can 
become an important issue too. 
Three different types of quadrupole misalignments are discussed. Translation errors, 
tilt errors and rotation errors. Translations are movements in the directions of the x 
and the y axis of the coordinate system (see Figure 2.1). They are denoted with Tx and 
Ty respectively. The quadrupole can be tilted around the x and the y axis of the 
coordinate system with the origin placed in the centre of the quadrupole. Tilts are 
designated with Rx and Ry

†. Rz is a rotation around its central axis. 
The allowed quadrupole misalignments are discussed in section 6.3.1. Section 6.3.2 
presents some theoretical considerations that are necessary for the following sections. 
Next, measurements to determine quadrupole translations and tilts are presented in 
section 6.3.3. In section 6.3.4, alignment procedures are discussed. The actual 
alignment is discussed in section 6.3.5. 

6.3.1 Allowed quadrupole alignment errors 
Using Microac, the maximum allowed quadrupole alignment errors are determined. In 
every simulation, the standard settings are used together with one additional 
alignment error. This error is increased until one of the requirements is met. This 
means an increase in the FWHM of 4 nm and in beam shape ratio of 0.025 per 

                                                 
* When throughout this chapter ‘standard settings’ or ‘standard situation’ is mentioned, the standard 
Microac settings in Appendix B are applicable. 
† The symbol R is used for a quadrupole tilt, in order to distinguish it from a translation T. Since a tilt is 
in fact a rotation, the symbol R is chosen. 
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alignment error. In Figure 6.3, the resulting beam shape parameters are plotted against 
the translation of Q1 in the x direction. In the graph, it can be seen that the FWTM 
starts increasing when the FWHM is still constant. This is reflected in the beam shape 
ratio, which is depicted on the right side. The requirement on the FWHM is met when  
Tx,1 < 0.1, while the requirement on the beam shape ratio is satisfied for Tx,1 < 0.03. It 
turns out that for the alignment errors, the requirements on the beam shape ratio are 
more critical than the requirements on the FWHM. Table 6.2 shows the results for all 
of the alignment errors. 

 
Figure 6.3  The FWHM and FWTM (left) and the beam shape ratio (right) as a function of the 
translation of Q1 in the x direction. 

 Tx (mm) Ty (mm) Rx (deg) Ry (deg) Rz (deg) 
Q1 0.03 0.02 0.2 0.1 0.005 
Q2 1 0.4 1.6 1.7 0.007 
Q3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0003 
Q4 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.0002 

Table 6.2 Maximum allowed alignment errors for the quadrupoles. Absolute values are given. 

6.3.2 Theoretical considerations 
Dependence of beam size and position on quadrupole magnetization 
In order to find a useful alignment procedure for the quadrupoles, an investigation is 
carried out on the influence of quadrupole alignment errors on the spot size and 
position. This is done using Q1, while the magnetizations of the other quadrupoles are 
set to zero. A beam spot is created, using slit sizes of 100×100 µm2 for the object slits 
and 300×300 µm2 for the aperture slits. A translation error of Tx,1 = 1 mm is added to 
Q1. FWHMx, FWTMx and the x coordinate of spot position Xc are determined for 
different values of the magnetization B1 of Q1. The results are given in Figure 6.4. 
In case no alignment error is present, the dependence of FWHMx and FWTMx on the 
magnetization of a single quadrupole is similar to Figure 6.4 (left), but Xc = 0 for all 
values of B1. Therefore, the centre position of the beam spot is an indication of the 
presence of a translation alignment error. Note that the relation between Xc and B1 is 
nearly linear. The same holds for the translation in the x and y direction of all of the 
quadrupoles. 
Similar simulations are done if Q1 is tilted around its y axis with Ry,1 = 1 deg. The 
results are shown in Figure 6.5. Again, the influence of a tilt on the FWHMx and 
FWTMx is small. However, the dependence of Xc on B1 in the presence of a 
quadrupole tilt yields a curved graph. It can be shown that the Xc is proportional to Ry. 
The result of simulation of the dependence of the beam size and shape on B1 when 
only a rotation error is applied is similar to the results for Tx,1 and Ry,1. However, in 
contrast with the translation and tilt errors, the beam spot is not displaced. 
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Figure 6.4  The dependence of FWHMx and FWTMx (left) and Xc (right) on the magnetization in 
the presence of a quadrupole translation Tx,1 = 1 mm, using a single quadrupole. 

 
Figure 6.5  The dependence of FWHMx and FWTMx (left) and Xc (right) on the magnetization in 
the presence of a quadrupole tilt Ry,1 = 1 deg, using a single quadrupole. 

Dependence of beam size and position on misalignments 
In order to investigate the influence of misalignments on the beam size and the spot 
position, Microac is used, with only Q1 enabled at B1 = 0.031446 T, which yields a 
line focus. The slit sizes are the same as in the previous simulations. Tx,1 is varied, 
while keeping the other misalignments zero. This has no influence on Yc and the 
FWHM and FWTM in both directions. The relation of Xc with Tx,1 is proportional as is 
shown in Figure 6.6 (left). The same holds for the dependence of Yc on Ty,1. It can be 
shown that these results also apply to the standard situation where all quadrupoles are 
used to make a focus. 
 

 
Figure 6.6  The dependence of the spot displacement on the quadrupole translation (left) and the 
dependence of the FWHM and FWTM on the quadrupole rotation (right), using a single 
quadrupole. 
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The same is done for the quadrupole tilts. The FWHM and FWTM do not show a 
dependence on the quadrupole tilt, but Xc is proportional to Ry,1, and Yc is proportional 
to Rx,1. In the case, simulations are done with all quadrupoles, the spot displacements 
are still proportional to the quadrupole tilt, but the FWHM and FWTM are not 
independent from the quadrupole tilt anymore. 
When only a rotation error is present, the spot does not move. On the other hand, the 
FWHM and FWTM are dependent on Rz. This is shown in Figure 6.6 (right). When 
translation and tilt errors are present, this figure does not change noticeably. 
An interesting property is the fact that the spot displacements as a result of the 
separate quadrupole translations and tilts can simply be added to give the spot 
displacement of a system that contains all these translations and tilts together. This is 
even the case when these misalignments exist on different quadrupoles. It is important 
to note that this does not hold for the influence of Rz. When it is considered separately 
it does not yield a spot displacement, but in combination with translations and tilts, it 
adds an extra displacement. 

6.3.3 Empirical investigation on quadrupole misalignments 
In section 6.3.2, it is shown that, among others, the spot moves when the 
magnetization of a single enabled misaligned quadrupole changes. This feature is used 
to investigate the translation and tilt misalignments of each quadrupole empirically. 
In the presence of translation and tilt errors, the quadrupole rotation gives an 
additional spot displacement. However, it can be shown that this influence is 
relatively small compared to the displacements caused by translation and tilt. 
Therefore, the empirical investigation focuses on quadrupole translations and tilts. 
To determine the displacement of the spot, it is necessary to know the spot position 
when no quadrupole fields are present. Therefore, the quadrupole currents are set to 
zero, using the degaussing procedure (see section 3.3). 
The ceramic sample is used to view the beam spot on the target area. Using the 
microscope, the CCD camera and the frame grabber photographs of the irradiated 
ceramic can be taken (see section 3.1). To be able to calculate the spot displacements, 
a reference picture is taken with all the quadrupole magnetizations set to zero. 
To investigate the misalignments on one quadrupole, the others are demagnetized 
using the degaussing procedure. The used slit sizes are S1 = 0.1×0.1 mm2 and  
S2 = 0.2×0.2 mm2. Beam spot pictures are taken at different positive excitation 
currents. Subsequently, the quadrupole is degaussed and the same is done for negative 
currents. Using the equations (3.2) and (3.3), the spot sizes FWx and FWy and the spot 
displacements Xc and Xc are determined from the pictures. The results for Q1 are 
shown in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.7  Spot sizes and positions in the x and y directions against the quadrupole excitation 
current I1 for Q1. 

From the curves for FWx and FWy the values of I1 where the beam is optimally 
focused can be determined. For positive current the quadrupole focuses in the x 
direction and defocuses in the y direction. For negative currents the opposite is the 
case. 
Below I = 5 A, a linear relation can be assumed between I and B. Since the x 
displacement of the spot is dependent on the quadrupole translations in the x direction 
Tx,1 and tilts around the y axis Ry,1, Tx,1 and Ry,1 can be determined using Microac. 
When the quadrupole rotation around the z axis Rz,1 is assumed to have no influence, 
Tx,1 and Ry,1 can be found using two sets of (B1,Xc), preferably at maximum and 
minimum quadrupole currents. The results are given in Table 6.3. To verify these 
results, spot displacements at different quadrupole currents are simulated in Microac. 
These simulations can be compared with the experimental data in Figure 6.8 to Figure 
6.11. It can be concluded that the used method to determine the quadrupole 
translations and tilts is appropriate. 
 

 Tx (mm) Ty (mm) Rx (deg) Ry (deg) 

Q1 -0.04 0.01 0.8 0.4 
Q2 -0.03 0.02 0.05 -0.07 
Q3 -0.02 0.01 0 0 
Q4 -0.02 0.05 0 -0.1 

Table 6.3  Experimentally determined translation and tilt errors for the four quadrupoles before 
alignment. 

The found values for the quadrupole translations and tilts are compared with the 
allowed alignment errors in Table 6.2. It can be concluded that except for Q1, the 
quadrupole misalignments meet the requirements. 
Since the allowed alignment errors are determined in the standard situation with only 
the investigated misalignment present, it is useful to verify these results in the case all 
misalignments are present. Therefore, Microac simulations are carried out using the 
standard settings together with the found quadrupole translations and tilts. By 
removing the alignment errors of one of the quadrupoles, its influence on the 
deformation of the beam spot is investigated. This is done for all of the quadrupoles. 
Table 6.4 shows the results. These results are compared with the allowed values for 
the beam size and beam shape ratio. The allowed increase in the FWHM is 0.77% per 
alignment error and the allowed increase in the beam shape ratio is 0.025 per 
alignment error (see section 6.1). Since the number of alignment errors is 16, the 
allowed values as given in Table 6.4 are calculated. In addition, when the alignment 
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errors are combined, only the errors of Q1 are significant. Therefore, only Q1 has to 
be aligned to eliminate translation and tilt errors. 
 

 
Figure 6.8  The experimental data versus the simulations based on the found alignment errors in 
the x and y direction for Q1. 

 
Figure 6.9  The experimental data versus the simulations based on the found alignment errors in 
the x and y direction for Q2. 

 
Figure 6.10  The experimental data versus the simulations based on the found alignment errors in 
the x and y direction for Q3. 
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Figure 6.11  The experimental data versus the simulations based on the found alignment errors in 
the x and y direction for Q4. 

 
 FWHMx (µm) FWHMy (µm) FWTMx/FWHMx FWTMx/FWHMx 
No errors present 0.49 0.50 1.18 1.12 
Errors of Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 0.50 0.50 1.67 1.60 
Errors of Q2, Q3, Q4 0.49 0.50 1.18 1.14 
Errors of Q1, Q3, Q4 0.51 0.50 1.67 1.60 
Errors of Q1, Q2, Q4 0.50 0.50 1.65 1.59 
Errors of Q1, Q2, Q3 0.50 0.50 1.72 1.59 
Allowed values 0.55 0.56 1.58 1.53 

Table 6.4  The FWHM and beam shape ratio for the x and y directions simulated for the presence 
of the translation and tilt errors of different quadrupoles. See Table 6.3 for the values of the 
errors. 

6.3.4 Alignment Procedures 
In the following sections, the procedures that are used to align the quadrupoles are 
described. These procedures have some essential differences from the procedures that 
are described in [Man93]. Although specific examples are given, the presented 
procedures are meant as general procedures. 
In section 6.3.4.1, the optical alignment, which has to precede the other procedures, is 
discussed. The quadrupole alignment is split up into two different procedures: the 
elimination of translation and tilt errors, which is discussed in section 6.3.4.2, and the 
alignment of quadrupole rotations, which is treated in section 6.3.4.3. 

6.3.4.1 Optical alignment 
As a first step in the quadrupole alignment, the quadrupoles are optically aligned, 
using the same method that is used for the optical alignment of the slits (see section 
6.2). To be able to see the centre of a quadrupole, the beam pipe is removed and a 
Perspex cylinder is positioned inside the quadrupole. At one end, the cylinder has a 1 
mm hole in the centre. In this way, the centre of the quadrupole can be viewed at its 
front and back side. The quadrupoles are translated and tilted until the centres at both 
sides lie on the reference line. This is done with an accuracy of approximately 0.1 
mm. 

6.3.4.2 Elimination of quadrupole translation and tilt 
In section 6.3.2, it is shown that a linear relation exists between quadrupole 
translations and the spot displacement. Also, the spot displacement is proportional to 
the quadrupole tilt. Further, the influence of separate alignment errors can be summed 
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when they are present at the same time. This also holds when only one quadrupole is 
magnetized. In this section, these properties are used for the elimination of quadrupole 
translations and tilts. 
Based on the results of section 6.3.3, it is decided only to align Q1. During the 
alignment, only Q1 is magnetized, in order to eliminate the influence of the 
misalignments of the other quadrupoles on the spot position. The magnetizations of 
the other quadrupoles are set to zero using the degaussing procedure. 
The first step in the alignment procedure is to take two microscope pictures, one when 
Q1 is magnetized with a current I1 = I1

+ and one with a quadrupole current  
I1 = I1� = I1

+. It is recommended to take this current as high as possible, as long as the 
spot image stays in the microscope view. The higher the current, the higher the spot 
displacement, so the more accurate the alignment errors can be removed. From the 
two microscope pictures the spot positions (Xc,Yc) are determined (see section 3.3).  
A quadrupole tilt around the y axis can be removed by adjusting the quadrupole yoke 
until 
 
 1 1( ) ( )c cX I X I+ −= −  (6.2) 
 
When Xc � 0, a translation error in the x direction is still present. This can be removed 
by adjusting the quadrupole yoke until Xc = 0. These steps are repeated for the 
elimination of the tilt around the x axis and the translation in the y direction. 
Because of the complexity of the quadrupole yoke, the elimination of one alignment 
error can introduce other alignment errors, which are relatively small. Moreover, the 
presence of a rotation error has influence on the spot displacement. Therefore, an 
iteration of the alignment steps has to take place until Xc = Yc = 0. Using Microac, the 
alignment process is simulated, starting with the translation and tilt errors that are 
given in Table 6.3, together with a rotation of Rz = 0.5 deg. Despite the presence of Rz, 
the translation and tilt errors can be completely eliminated. 

6.3.4.3 Elimination of quadrupole rotation 
Methods 
There are three methods to eliminate rotation misalignment errors. Method 1 is 
described in [Man93]. It uses two quadrupoles to make a rectangular spot. In the 
presence of a quadrupole rotation, these rectangles will look like a parallelogram. By 
rotating one of the two quadrupoles, this parallelogram can be changed into a 
rectangle again. A drawback of this method is that it is a relative alignment; the 
quadrupoles are aligned on each other, but the total can still be rotated compared to 
the beam line. Therefore, it will not be used. 
Method 2 is also mentioned by [Man93]. All four of the quadrupoles are used to make 
a small spot and the beam size is measured. By changing the rotation of the 
quadrupoles, the beam size can be minimized. 
Method 3 is a new method. It uses only one quadrupole, while the magnetizations of 
the others are set to zero, using the degaussing procedure. With the enabled 
quadrupole, a line focus is made and the width of this line focus, in terms of FWHM 
and FWTM, is measured with the cross wire. By rotating the quadrupole, a minimum 
of the FWHM and FWTM can be found. At this minimum, no quadrupole rotation is 
present with respect to the crosswire. A benefit of this method is that the orientation 
of the line focus, horizontal or vertical, is not important. 
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 Rz (deg) 
Q1 0.5 
Q2 0.1 
Q3 0.05 
Q4 0.1 

Table 6.5  Rotation errors used for the Microac simulations 

Comparison in the absence of quadrupole translations and tilts 
Since method 1 will not be used, a comparison is made between method 2 and 3, 
using Microac with the standard settings. Suppose a system with no translation and tilt 
errors, only the rotation errors Rz given in Table 6.5 are present*. 
To simulate the result of method 2, the rotation error Rz,1 at Q1 is varied until the 
FWTMx, has the smallest value. This results in Rz,1 = 0.90 deg. Varying the rotations 
of the other quadrupoles does not further improve the FWTMx. 
 

 FWHMx (nm) FWHMy (nm) FWHMx/FWHMx FWHMy/FWHMy 
Method 2 480 498 1.33 1.15 
Method 3 487 498 1.18 1.12 
Allowed 502 512 1.28 1.23 

Table 6.6  Comparison of the rotation alignment methods 2 and 3. 

Method 3 is straightforward. It theoretically eliminates the rotation errors completely. 
For both methods, the results of the simulations for the FWHM and the FWTM in both 
directions are shown in Table 6.6. In Figure 6.12, the corresponding particle 
distributions in the x and y directions are given. In order to compare the spot shapes, 
the intensity contour plots for both methods are given in Figure 6.13. Note that the 
beam shape of Figure 6.13 (left) cannot be discovered by measuring the 1D intensity 
profiles as given in Figure 6.12. This demonstrates the relevance of the beam profile 
determination methods, which are presented in section 4.1. This is in particular 
important for the results of the Proton Beam Writing experiments. 
 

 
Figure 6.12  Particle distribution in the x (left) and y (right) directions for as a result of the 
rotation alignment methods 2 and 3. 

                                                 
* In section 6.3.5, these values are determined as the rotation errors that were present before the 
alignment. 
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Figure 6.13  Contour plots of the intensity profiles after rotation alignment with method 2 (left) 
and 3 (right). 

Comparison in the presence of quadrupole translations and tilts 
In case of method 2, the simulations, using standard settings, result in Rz,1 = 0.93 deg 
when quadrupole translations and tilts are present. This is represented in Figure 6.14 
(left, focussed beam). 
 

 Tx (mm) Ty (mm) Rx (deg) Ry (deg) Rz (deg) 
Q1 -0.04 0.01 0.8 0.4 0.5 
Q2 0.03 -0.02 -0.05 0.07 0.1 
Q3 0.03 -0.02 0 0 0.05 
Q4 0.02 -0.05 0 0.2 0.1 

Table 6.7  The chosen alignment errors for the Microac simulations, which are based on the 
experimentally determined errors given in Table 6.3 and Table 6.5. 

For the simulation of method 3, the standard settings are used, except for  
B1 = 0.031446 T, which yields a line focus in the target plane, B2 = B3 = B4 = 0 T,  
S1 = 0.01×0.1 mm2, S2 = 0.2×0.2 mm2, and the alignment errors given in Table 6.7. 
The results are shown in Figure 6.14 (right, focussed beam), which is practically equal 
to Figure 6.6 (right) that shows the case in which no quadrupole translations and tilts 
are present. It is concluded that method 3 can be used to eliminate quadrupole 
rotations, even in the presence of quadrupole translations and tilts. The zero-rotation 
point can be found more easily using the FWTM instead of the FWHM. 
 

 
Figure 6.14  Rotation alignment: comparison between an ideally focussed beam and a beam 
focused in the presence of other alignment errors, for method 2 (left) and 3 (right). 
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Influence of the beam focusing 
In practice, the focusing of the beam can yield different quadrupole magnetizations in 
the case alignment errors are present. It is therefore important to know whether the 
focussing of the beam influences the results of the methods 2 and 3. Both methods are 
investigated in Microac, using the alignment errors in Table 6.7. 
For method 2, the practical focussing process is simulated in the presence of a rotation 
misalignment of Rz,1 = 0.7 deg, resulting in B3 = 0.1344 T and B4 = -0.18575 T. 
Subsequently, the FWHM and FWTM are determined as a function of Rz,1. The results 
are displayed in Figure 6.14 (left) together with the results for an ideally focussed 
system. 
For method 3, B1 = 0.031 T is chosen for the simulation of the effect of a defocused 
beam. The simulations are done using the standard Microac settings, together with the 
alignment errors of Table 6.7. Further, B1 = 0.031 T and B2 = B3 = B4 = 0 T. 
Simulations of the dependence of the FWHM and FWTM on Rz,1 are carried out, 
resulting in Figure 6.14 (right). 
For both methods, it is concluded that a defocused beam does not influence the 
rotation alignment. Nevertheless, the accuracy of both methods decreases when the 
beam is defocused. 
 
Conclusions 
Based on these results, it can be concluded that method 3 theoretically yields the 
better results. Although method 2 is a fast method compared with the time consuming 
method 3, the remaining rotation misalignments can cause a deformation of the beam 
profile, which is not acceptable. Therefore, method 3 is chosen for the quadrupole 
rotation alignment. As can be concluded from Figure 6.14, both methods do not have 
the accuracy to meet the requirements given in Table 6.2. It is recommended to 
investigate whether it is possible to allow higher rotation values by requiring lower 
translation and tilt values. 

6.3.5 Alignment results 
The rotation alignment is carried out using method 3. The quadrupole is focussed by 
minimizing the measured beam size. The present rotation errors are not determined 
before the alignment, since the rotation alignment procedure is also used for the 
determination of these errors. Therefore, the rotation alignment is carried out for all of 
the quadrupoles. In Figure 6.15, the results of the alignment are displayed. 
Using a polynomial fit, the values of Rz where the FWTM has a minimum are 
determined (see Table 6.8). The accuracy is estimated at 2%. 
 

 Rz (deg) 
Q1 0.54 
Q2 0.13 
Q3 0.057 
Q4 0.10 

Table 6.8  Measured rotation misalignments. 
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Figure 6.15  Rotation alignment of each quadrupole separately, using method 3. 

In section 6.3.3, it is substantiated that only Q1 needs to be aligned. This alignment is 
carried out with the method described in section 6.3.4.2. Subsequently, the spot 
position is measured as a function of B1 (see section 6.3.3). The results are shown in 
Figure 6.16. The main conclusion is that the alignment has improved a lot, compared 
to Figure 6.8. An accurate fit through the measured data cannot be made, because the 
accuracy of measuring the spot position is estimated to be ±10 µm. A rough 
estimation gives the results of Table 6.9. 
 

 

Figure 6.16  The experimental data versus the calculated data based on the found alignment 
errors in the x and y direction for Quadrupole 1 after translation and tilt alignment. 
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 Tx (mm) Ty (mm) Rx (deg) Ry (deg) 

Q1 -0.003 -0.001 0.005 -0.02 
Q2 -0.03 0.02 0.05 -0.07 
Q3 -0.02 0.01 0 0 
Q4 -0.02 0.05 0 -0.1 

Table 6.9  Experimentally determined translation and tilt errors for the four quadrupoles, after 
translation and tilt alignment on Q1. (This table shows the same errors for Q2, Q3 and Q4 as 
Table 6.3.) 

Using the results of Table 6.3 and Table 6.9, a comparison of the beam before and 
after translation and tilt alignment of Q1 is carried out. The particle distributions of 
the focused beam are simulated using Microac. The found quadrupole translations and 
tilts are added to the standard settings. Quadrupole rotations are not taken into 
account. This resulted in the beam profiles of Figure 6.17. The spot shapes are 
presented in Figure 6.18. The 1D profiles, given in Figure 6.19, are calculated from 
the beam profiles. 
Using the technique of Proton Beam Writing, SEM pictures are taken from irradiated 
PPMA. Figure 6.20 shows the spot shape before (left) and after (right) the quadrupole 
alignment has been carried out. The spot shape quality has improved to a nearly 
rectangular shape, although a small deformation is still visible. Hence, it could be that 
the quadrupole system still contains some alignment errors. When this is the case, a 
comparison between Figure 6.20 (right) on the one hand, and Figure 6.13 (left) and 
Figure 6.18 (left) on the other hand, shows that the main contribution to the spot shape 
possibly originates from translation and tilt errors. Between the alignment and the 
irradiation of the PMMA, a concrete floor has been removed from the subsequent 
room. It could be that this has caused misalignments. 
 

 
Figure 6.17  Simulated beam profiles before (left) and after (right) translation and tilt alignment 
of Q1.  
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Figure 6.18  Simulated contour plot before (left) and after (right) translation and tilt alignment of 
Q1. 

 
Figure 6.19  Simulated beam 1D profiles in the x (left) and y (right) direction before and after 
translation and tilt alignment of Q1. 

  
Figure 6.20  SEM-pictures of irradiated PMMA made before (left) and after (right) translation 
and tilt alignment of Q1. 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations 
In this thesis, the development of a proton nanoprobe has been discussed. The goal 
was to create a 500×500 nm2 or smaller proton beam with a rectangular intensity 
profile and a beam current of at least 100 pA. 
In section 7.1, final conclusions on the presented work are given. Recommendations 
are given in section 7.2. 

7.1 Conclusions 
In order to characterize a nanobeam, different characterization methods have been 
investigated. For Gaussian beam profiles, the cross scan can be used for determining 
the FWHM and FWTM. In other cases, the deconvoluted edge scan yields better 
results, although the measurement time needs to be four times longer. 
One-dimensional beam profiles do not give sufficient information in all cases. 
Especially when alignment errors are present, the beam profile appears to be 
deformed. Both dot scans and corner scans are useful methods to determine the two-
dimensional beam profile. When only information about the spot shape is sufficient, 
Proton Beam Writing is also useful. 
The currently used chip is suitable for intensity profile measurements of beams with a 
size down to 250 nm. Better samples are not found in literature. Since the present dots 
are not small enough, the chip is not suitable for dot scans on nanobeams. 
An analytical description of the particle distributions in the image plane has been 
developed, since it did not exist in literature. It is based on the convolution of 
aberration terms. This gives good results under the condition that in one direction, the 
beam can sufficiently be described by the magnification term and one other aberration 
coefficient that does not work on the same variable as the magnification term. This 
must hold for both directions. An optimization program based on the analytical 
solution has not been written yet. 
An optimization procedure based on simulations has been developed in Excel, which 
can be used in case the analytical optimization method is not applicable. It has been 
shown that the optimization principle is useful, although a better optimization 
algorithm should be used. Using the optimization procedure, it has been shown that a 
nearly rectangular beam of dimensions 300×300 nm2 with a beam current of 110 pA 
should be possible. Moreover, the slit optimization program makes it possible to find 
optimal solutions for different applications, such as atherosclerosis research and 
Proton Beam Writing, since the requirements can easily be adjusted to the specific 
situation. A drawback of the procedure is that it is slow and has a lower accuracy than 
the analytical method due to the statistical character of the simulations.  
To eliminate the parasitic influences of misalignments on the beam profile, alignment 
procedures have been developed for the slits and the quadrupoles. The accuracy of the 
rotation alignment did not meet the (strict) requirements. However, this can possibly 
be compensated by the good results that can be obtained for the translation and tilt 
alignment. Measurements have shown a nearly rectangular profile that has only one 
significant rounded edge. This could be a result of misalignments, possibly introduced 
after the alignment procedure, caused by the removal of the concrete floor in the 
adjacent room. Beam sizes down to 550 nm at a beam current of 220 pA have been 
achieved. 
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7.2 Recommendations 
Since the analytical description of the particle distribution in the image plane gives 
good results for the current nanoprobe, it is recommended to develop an optimization 
program based on this method. In addition, an optimization program based on 
simulations could be written by analogy with the written Excel program, in order to 
obtain a fully automated optimization that yields better results and is faster. It is 
possible to extend it with parasitic aberration coefficients. It could also be coupled to 
the optimization method for the quadrupole magnetizations. In this way, a powerful 
optimization program can be developed. 
Since it is suspected that the removal of the concrete floor in the adjacent room had a 
permanent influence on the misalignments of the slits and quadrupoles, it is 
recommended to repeat the alignment procedures for the quadrupole translation, tilts 
and rotations. 
Because it is desired to reduce the beam size to dimensions smaller than 250 nm, it 
will be necessary to continue the search for a test sample that can be used for accurate 
measurements of the beam profile. Using Proton Beam Writing, submicron structures 
with straight walls can be developed [Kai06]. It is very interesting to investigate 
whether this technique can be implemented to develop a high quality test sample, 
suitable for beam sizes down to 100 nm and below. 
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Appendix A   Frame grabber settings 
 
Acquisition Parameters: 
Acquisition Window, Left 118 
Acquisition Window, Top 24 
Acquisition Window, Width 640 
Acquisition Window, Height 480 
White level 0.775, unless otherwise noted 
Image Representation Luminance (8 bits) 
Lock Speed Normal 
Field/Frame mode Frame 
Frame timeout 100 ms 
 
Color: 
Brightness 8.621 
Contrast 1.178 
Saturation 0.931 
7.5% Setup Correction Enabled 
 
Decoder: 
Luma Bandwidth Full 
Luma Comb Disabled 
Chroma Trap Disabled 
Luma Peaking Disabled 
Chroma Bandwidth High 
Chroma Comb Disabled 
Chroma Processing Always off 
 
Processing: 
Coring level (RGB) 7 
Chroma Phase (deg) 0.000 
Red Gain 1.000 
Green Gain 1.000 
Blue Gain 1.000 
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Appendix B   Standard Microac settings 
 
Leff 180 mm 
L0 4794.8 mm 
L01 261.6 mm 
L12 209.8 mm 
L23 201.0 mm 
L34 204.1 mm 
Lt 286.7 mm 
S1,x 0.015 mm 
S1,y 0.071 mm 
S2,x 0.200 mm 
S2,y 0.300 mm 
Np 100,000 particles 
E 3.0 MeV 
dpmax 0.001% (uniform) 
Particle distribution Random 
Alignment errors No 
Multipoles No 
Axes Automatically 
Extra aberration No 
Brightness 50.00 pA/µm2mrad2 

RQ,m 26.00 mm 
RQ,e 26.00 mm 
B1 -0.28 T 
B2 -0.02 T 
B3 0.1343745 T 
B4 -0.1857692 T 
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Appendix C   Aberration coefficients based on 
standard Microac settings 
 
<x|x> -3.25E-02 <y|y> 7.04E-03 
<x|θ> 1.00E-05 <y|φ> 0.00E+00 
<x|xδ> 3.45E-01 <y|yδ> -1.41E-01 
<x|θδ> 1.80E-01 <y|φδ> -6.99E-02 
<x|x3> -2.36E+00 <y|x2y> 8.34E-01 
<x|x2θ> -3.69E+00 <y|xθy> 8.73E-01 
<x|xθ2> -1.93E+00 <y|x2φ> 4.14E-01 
<x|xy2> -4.05E+00 <y|xθφ> 4.33E-01 
<x|xyφ> -4.02E+00 <y|θ2y> 2.28E-01 
<x|xφ2> -9.99E-01 <y|θ2φ> 1.13E-01 
<x|xδ2> -9.44E-03 <y|y3> 1.49E+00 
<x|θ3> -3.36E-01 <y|y2φ> 2.23E+00 
<x|θy2> -2.12E+00 <y|yφ2> 1.11E+00 
<x|θyφ> -2.10E+00 <y|yδ2> 3.09E-03 
<x|θφ2> -5.22E-01 <y|φ3> 1.83E-01 
<x|θδ2> -4.90E-03 <y|φδ2> 1.56E-03 
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Appendix D  The derivation of the distribution 
functions of the final positions of the particles in the 
image plane 
 
Two variables 
In the case of aberration coefficients that work on two variables, the final position of a 
particle as a result of the single aberration coefficient is given by, 
 
 1 2 1 2 1 2for 0 ,0n m n m

ix x a bν ν ν ν ν ν= ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  (D1) 

 
where a and b are the boundaries of the variables �1 and �2 respectively. This can be 
rewritten for �1 and �2: 
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Figure D1  Graphical representation of equation (D3). 

Figure D1 shows a graphical representation of equation (D3) at constant xi = 	. The 
cumulative distribution function F(	) is equal to the area under the graph divided by 
the area made up by the total area within the boundaries: 
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When n � m, this becomes 
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From equation (D5) the distribution function for xi is derived by differentiation: 
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In case n = m the distribution function for xi is derived in the same way: 
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Three variables 
The derivation of P(xi) for three variables is similar to the derivation for two 
variables. In practice, aberration coefficients with a higher order than three are not 
considered. Therefore, only the following case is treated here: 
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where a, b and c are the boundaries of the variables �1, �2 and �3 respectively. The 
cumulative distribution function is determined by calculating the volume under this 
function and within the boundaries: 
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The result of equation (D9) is differentiated with respect to xi, giving the particle 
distribution: 
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Appendix E   Excel Solver settings 
 
Time 32767 s 
Iterations 32767 
Precision 0.000001 
Tolerance 5 % 
Convergence 0.0001 
Assume linear model No 
Use automatic scaling No 
Show iteration results No 
Estimates Tangent 
Derivatives Forward 
Search Newton 

 

 


